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A, <C" ^ i\^" jt iij\ - ^ f-1>? (i>iU t ^IJ* j!/^V^l?*%3i (^ L t/{jyM Jii t/^^<\:^ 
"Literature of Resistance in ^l7(^/i«(3u/dU>- 4 c^t{^\/Jli^i".:>^i\^"^ 
§ -/J>?^l>(J^^1966^lX'-(i'Jl?>iC/l^i(/v^l?*''U^Occupied Palestine" 
:L{?22?(Elias Khouri)(i7>(/j^ i 
The word for resistance used here (Lebanon), 
muaradah translates the term muqawamah 
conventionally used in Arabic to suggest popular, 
organized resistance to colonial occupation or 
imperialist oppression and gives a literary-critical 
implication to the idea of resistance. § 
(^t/>?'JO "Resistenza"u:::L j^'y;i<"Resistance"(/{i>>^4L2^c i^;' 
jlL,U\ji\L' S2 "Resistance"(j:Jc^/ J1 "Gegen/Dienst" 
2 
/Fight^'Oppose^'ContestV'Withstand'u:!:j;Uli^ji;j'£l'Resist'^(i>y^C'>(/i 
iytc^^i/Jjjjijtj^A/Product £_Lr!^//<:^(^vi:.^ODi^'(/"Market Resistance"t^ 
Jy0^ j l ^£^ . ; j l . JVZ( / i t ^Vo l tage r ' 5bJ . ; ^£ i ^y )> i ^%r {E lec^^^ 
3 
L/::: Lr-rt:il t^)/(Antibody) f ^ ^ / * j i _ ^ ('^ir'c^'^^ 
- ^ ( ? u ^ ^ ^^^ ' - i ? ^ ' - ^ (3vV(Antigen) ( i j l>^^(J^ i?^ Jj^c^jy ^ j ' j i^lf JL 
^(Vaccines) ; ^ j ^ - ^ tr I f / J l ^ i j : ; ^ y / ^ U ^ y ( / ^ L ^ I f / ' A n t ^ 
(/JI^Z/LAI: c^O;y ^>l^ I;-(^ ^U>vj/(Shades) JS J ^ ' c ^ / / y y><C c^ 
Resistance Box(j:tu2^i>;^Ul^iX-^bf(iy:f j j>^'J^b)Jj^!^l^c^y'c^*U^i/^^i l l^i 
L J^vcT ) Resistance to Rusts y^K-^JV)Resistance Friction (^j J V c A ^ ^ ' / ) 
:L^;i>f6^i^iyL/'(Williams& Co-authors) 
" A virus consists of hidden programming instructions 
that are burried within an application or system 
program. They copy themselves to other programs, 
causing havoc. They can even shut down entire 
computer systems. Fortunately, antivirus software is 
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available. Antivirus software can detect viruses. Some 
utilities destroy the virus on the spot." ^0 
:<i^  l / ( H . H. Wilson)cr^^gig(£_>7^X4'/Lr'p'(/''D lVi(/(ivi A^J><^ 
"One who brings a cross action, or interferes in a suit, 
especially in order to obstruct proceedings". ^ 1 
2lRepressionviiResistancec>'(/u^')^(3vLP(^j17^^/Jl>*"^i i^>(/>^ 
:^ ; i>f ! / ( Duane Schultz )>1:/' i; J 4 , * j : _ ( / ^ ( i ^ c i ' j ^ 
L / V * / - ^ J : > ^ - i i t ^ ^ ^ ^ / i i > ^ F r e e Association 1 -> | / " 
, ^ L/7J ^ J ^ y ^ b <L>f ( / ( / / / ( / ^ x 2 L / J ( / v y y/-^ Zl cT^^-L (Selye) ^ 
(t^ (GAS)" General Adaptation Syndrome"i^(/(yoK}(/ '^Traumatic Events 
j^/'-i^iffyyc^Exhausiion ^^lAlarm Reaction, Resistancey(l)^i/Jj^*c^<£^(/'ys*4-' 
Lj-i/^.^difiSj^iOi^'S (Cultural lmperialism)^|/^(?l^c^^l^6ii/ 
(William C;^ - . ^ I - ^J>L^Z_I / (Cu l tu ra l Resistance)v^c^i; ' (3' l^^i i l -A*^f/^i)^ 
••J^yy^A. Hachten) 
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"Cultural imperialism" is the flooding of Ameican mass 
culture around the world". ^ 37 
"Cultural slavery on principle is indeed far more 
harmful than mere foreign political intervention". ^9 
d^ijr:f/c/^(j:{jhvL^'£yiyohiJ:,1967 J^iGhassan Kanafani) 
L^I^'y^f/d^-iY''*^" Cultural Siege " <^i^\JLJ^j^Z^y^M'ut^/'\f{h\sar thaqafi) 
Tracheobronchial Treei— i^=:^ 7 
Micro ^/ j j i :5c^iX^c^y(/ i^l fLi^i^*l i^2lc^iyiZlbj(/0 Micro organismsyji<^t>fUv 
- ^ J l l f G ^ ' / O Micro organismsl-bi^U&fl>*;{j>fc<lr)ji!cJlfc^'-^W4LZlorganisms 
j : ! " Vascular bed "J:\:)SjiiLjJ^^>^J^(fj\f'(ir^j^j)'Llj^\\^c^s/^\j'.j:,)' 
41 - ^ f i f U j V y ^ " Vascular Resistance "<^\'<l^\:y^W^^'^ 
d^\^c^j\J(^\LjJjiJi\)iPS&^ "Resistance Training"^!^'Jc^t?L>(^ 
"Muscle fatigue refers to the use- dependent decrease 
in the ability of a muscle to generate force. The greater 
the level of physical training, the higher the proportion 
of energy derived from the aerobic respiration of 
fatty acids. Because the aerobic capacity of 
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endurace-trained athletes is higher than that of 
untrained people. Endurance training does not increase 
muscle size. Muscle enlargement is procuced only by 
frequent periods of high-intensity exercise in which 
muscles work against high resistance, as in weight 
lifting. As a result of resistance training, muscle fibers 
become thicker as a result of the increased rize and 
number of their myofibrils." ^2 
" Who ever intentionally offers any resistance or illegal 
obstruction to the lawful apprehension of himself for an 
offence with which he is charged or of which he has 
been convicted, or escapes or attempts to escape from 
any custody in which he is lawfully detained for any 
such offence, shall be punished with imprisonment of 
either description for a term which may extend two 
years, or with fine , or with both."43 
" Whoever intentionally offers any resistance or illegal 
obstruction to the lawful apprehension of any other 
person for an offence or rescues or attempts to rescue 
any other person from any custody in which that person 
is lawfully detained for an offence, shall be punished 
with imprisonment of either description for a term which 
may extend to two years or with fine, or with both."44 
" Perhaps the poet has always had the same 
obligations throughout history. It has been poetry's 
distinction to go out into the street, to take part in this or 
that combat. The poet didn't scare off when said he was 
a rebel. Poetry is rebellion. The poet was not offended 
when he was called subversive." ^ 8 
:>?>iiy%S'Y(Colin Jones) 
8 
" The Resistance was never a mass movement in vichy 
France : at the most; 1 percent of the population was 
probably actively involved. The circulation of the 
Resistance press prominent among which the 
newspapers 'Combat' and "Liberation' - was about two 
million, though readership was probably far larger. 
Listening to BBC radio broadcasts was also an 
increasingly common clandestime act, which involved 
even greater mumbers of "armchair resisters" 
(R.Kedward) yet as the war progressed, it 
became increasingly apparent that the balance of tacit 
support was swinging in the Resistance's favour." ^9 
t r i ^ j yZ l (W.D.Howar th )^^4-L^J-^ i - / c f l / ^V '^ ( / ' ' ' ^ ' ^ ( i ' c ) ' / ^^>^^^v>5^ i 
JV^^>ic/^"Antigone"ZlAnouilh^.j)LesMouches(1943)Zl2'U('i/ ^Jjl^J'-'^^J 
vji(j/'^''^'-^-^^L^"Lettres Francaises"yji "La Pensee libre"' "Resistance" (j^ iJuVUv 
4 i ^ f - fZ l ' Les Editions de M\nu\tVJi'ii)^-iJ^J^U:^/y^*^^/^'S(^0''>c/'i^^'i^>i^ 
(Christopher c r ^U /A / - UJL^T^L^ ^ \iL ^ l j ^d i / f f ^ ^J^v j i ^ ^ ( l , 0^/^^ J^} 
: ^ l>^^ / i^ ( / /Robinson) 
"Committed poetry in France has proved, then, to be 
more a branch of popular propaganda or an 
encouragement to the faithful rather than effective, 
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medium of instruction. At its best it often tells us about 
the emotional adhesion of the poet to his cause rather 
than about the cause itself." ^ 2 
i\^[jl^^^.^O\^^^^^^/U^^i^J.^^C^S{Barbara Har\ovj)j>jlUA>li 
:^(J^>;7L-(JoJl^^ii_-(Ghassan Kanafani) 
"The term "Resistance" (muqawamah) was first applied 
in a description of Palestine literature in 1966 by the 
Palestinian writer and critic Ghassan Kanafani in his 
study Literature of Resistance in occupied Palestine : 
1948-1966." ^ 3 
/ (Heine) ^ l/l^^i/^jyif"^ {/>i?<^ ^L/A J V I C / ^ / 4 ^ ^l/dAy^^^i 
G^^)/"The Weavers' Sorig"L^l,j^J^iyiJL^t/^.^/\>iyi/i}fJ^:^fj)jyjj^j!^iA 
(^rS[^JjyjV^^'^{Prawer)jiiyMj/dj\SiJ^A^^ 
~^f'f[/{jtJi/^c)ir^Jl"Sor\Q of the Silk Weavers from Lyons"f^4(c//^c.U|> 
10 
: <pO^^>7Z_v^/^^(Pictures of Travel) JVy^jTv^^lTlT 
( j ^ c T u j:t,/il.>?Z^X/iJ'"Deutschland"(^J'^L2,(Werner R.Friederick)J^>(/ 
" Deutschland, a witty and amusing poem with 
many serious undertones, often absurd in its debunking 
criticism of Germany, a merciless presentation of 
German national vices, and violent attack against the 
readiness of most teutons to display political immaturity 
and to acquiesce in the suppression of personal 
liberties."^9 
(/( j: Jb (/f 1940- ^  trlf L / j ' r r ^ "Resistance" [f'jt c^L; \S^^}jf[S' J- ( i>>^/ [ / l i ^ i 
11 
"It is said that the writings of Rousseau and Voltaire led 
indirectly to the French Revolution. This was a r9le 
perfomed by them before the earth-shaking events 
which were supposed to rid the French proletariat of a 
heartless society and an apathetic government. A much 
more difficult and demanding role is that which obliges 
sensitive and patriotic writers and poets to create 
literature in face of foreign domination. This has come 
to be known as the Literature of Resistance." ^ 1 
L//ii?(^v/L>ir(/i;Ui/Zl(General Charles de Gaule)Jj l fJi(yAJr^u^J^i/ ' 
"Whatever happens, the flame of French Resistance 
12 
must not and shall not die."^3 
"With regard to the enemy, that is, imperialism and all 
other enemies of the people, the task of revolutionary 
writers and artists is to expose their duplicity and cruelty 
and at the same time to point out the inevitability of 
their defeat, so as to encourage the anti-Japanese 
army and people to fight staunchly with one heart and 
one mind for their overthrow."^4 
"The National Pride of the Great /,^9^4yt^i^2^^J^^^/i^^il^i 
: l /U^^ir^2lRussians" 
"Is the sense of national pride alien to us, Great 
Russians , class-conscious proletarians? Of course not! 
We love our language and our country, we are doing 
more than anybody raise her toiling masses (i.e., 
nine-tenths of her population) to the level of the 
conscious life of democrates and Socialists. It pains us 
more than anybody to see and feel the outrage, 
oppression and humiliation inflicted on our splendid 
country by the tsarist hangmen, the nobles and the 
capitalists. We are proud of the fact that these outrages 
have roused resistance in our midst, the midst of the 
Great Russians; that from this midst have sprung 
Radishchev, the Decembsists and the revolutionary 
13 
commoness of the 'seventies' that the Great-Russian 
working class in 1905 created a mighty, revolutionary 
mass party; that at the same time the Great-Russian 
muzhik began to become a democrat, and began to 
overthrow the priest and the landlord." ^ 5 
w^fe'/l^l-(David Daiches)y^iJyj,^/c;U*L.^u//J>?^(j?^^/c^>^6'DIii»^ 
"The Philosopher teacheth, but he teacheth obscurely, 
so as the learned onely can vuderstande him, that is to 
day, he teacheth them that are already taught; but the 
Poet is the foode for tenderest stomachs, the Poet is 
indeed the right Popular Philosopher".^? 
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"We poets have the right to be happy, as long as we 
are close to the people of our country and in the thick of 
the fight for their happiness Today's social poet is 
still a member of the earliest order of priests. In the old 
days he made his pact with the darkness, and now he 
must interpret light." ^ 8 
- ^ • ^ 
I • ' • • • • • 
41 ( / ^ jTJ^ i^y (j^f-1^^ v ^ j t ^Vc . 0 u ^ t 2^ 
:l^l/0:l:i;Ui/2tcL^L^^vjj/i_(Jean Paul Sartre)}ji^Jlui^U^Uiy)JLf>~^Ujy->^ii^iS' 
JO J'^.l^^Ji^^^y 
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>c<!.:^ij:!:"J>c^o^7i/v^j/'l)l?'a(^(t^f 1940-41 l-c;e>;C/>(/^^ 
"The ruling class has become blind and therefore 
unfree. Poetry grows in no such soil. The exploited 
class too, as this occurs, becomes more exploited and 
more miserable. The decay of economy, due to the 
decay of the ruling class, produces a sharper and more 
bitter exploitation". J3 
"The poet cannot be the leader of revolution (although 
at a certain stage he can be its singer and inspirer), 
because his world has become by the pressure of alien 
values too small a part of the real world and it is part of 
the task of the revolution to widen it". J4 
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"He (in bourgeois art man....) is only a half man. 
Communist poetry will be complete, because it will be 
man conscious of his own necessity as well as that of 
outer reality." 25 
wJ^ Bj f c^ Z-if 1 / ^ ^ 4^>lfZl Jj^ w-^ ^ /i? ti? Z^>f ^ y 1^  cTsj f 2 ^ 
2Lj'i^j\^\[j\OttL^Alio^\^(^J)^\^\}Uj/j.[jt {Debases on freedom of the press) 
"He who has a tongue and does not speak, 
Who has a sword and does not fight. 
What is he indeed but a wretched wight?" J7 
17 
^^(ji j l^>^'j^j/U^/l^4Lb*^>^U^/(/j/LP^J^//i?^ Press) 
Jyy-^^^^iJl>f-l/£Zc^U^w^//'iy^-Uiir(Camus)jj:*^^^/>^^ 
History tells us that absolute monarchs, oautocratic 
rulers and military dictators, and even authoritarian 
regimes, has always abhorred literature which did not 
sing their praises and wanted to concern itself with the 
( 
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suppressed desires and aspirations of tiie people. Tlieir 
contention was that since they know what was best for 
the people, no one else best of all writers and poets 
had any business to feel sorry for them."^1 
J^j (Jij ^  ^-^cTc^J l/^Ci^>^l^ Ji^ Vlir ^  w-^ l ( / ^ 
asH;^^^-V L c^Uvji f ^ j((j:i w j^i J l ; * L>^<: Jy J T ^ ^ ^ JL?I / ! ;J I l i t / ; ^ / i i X ^ L^ 'k^ij\} 
19 
>i^  c. i l^ ^ ^ l i ^ Z l c ^ v ^ l ^ y ^ j l ( ivb^ly ^  (JlJi^  (/>;U ^>C> (^ y X ^ LC^ 
^Jri^^/Ji i /^/U-yiX^ (Status quo)jiJr'w=^Uj.t-yjii^<L/i>tcc^(/i^yCii?'^(jy7ij<> 
20 
i^y^yji. J if J"- iL ^ i/'^-'' » '^-' 1^ 
"Any programmed effort to propagate a brand of 
ideology through literature is bound to backfire as 
happened in the case of progressive movement in Urdu 
literature. Hence the future of progressive movement 
and its counterparts e.g., Dilat poetry in Marathi and 
Gujrat i or Mazahmaty poetry (the poetry of 
21 
confrontation) in Urdu depends on the extent to which a 
me tamorphs is of the ideo log ica l s tance is 
accomplished". J.01 
:i05 "_^c3i>f4(i;L 
2 2 
J 1 0 ",t^j't>^vvJ(/C^tJflU' 
23 
Sof^f^SLi\j>si} {/-^ JUL _£ j^\^£jji{S^^/) 
J^hj^^l JrOZl ^ i / j j j ^ (-b'l^o^i^ vb b'j ^ f ' l /^ l /U J (j:! Vt/''»^" 
24 
vj->/'9v i^<i_fc>fNon-Conformistvjb(vi,.^ t_<:jib'" 
:l/L/0:ryijijJ^L^. 19781-(/i^lvjl 
• • 
z_ 
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"We poets have the right to be happy, as long as we 
are close to the people of our country and in the thick of 
the fight for their happiness. Today's social poet is still a 
member of the earliest order of priests. In the old days 
he made his pact with the darkness, and now he must 
interpret light." J.19 
*il w i P ( ( / ( j ^ tr^dlf i/w^ji tTl/'^f I / 'OJ I ^ lr>f f'T^^ 
26 
(J-l ^ ^ ^ clly 1^ lPLLl;^ lljS ^ I / I T I ^ Lf^/cfol/l V / ^ J JJS;^^!^ 
yjjt- '^d'fl^-f-Jif >? 6 ^ / ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ ^ i/'^-'-^-^^-^'^-J^^^ c3i-^'>^'^/^ 
"We are engaged on a mission: we are called to give 
shape to the earth. The artist stands above the human 
being, like the statue on its pedestal." J23 
J.24 ",:.jJ^yu^(/i^>o';:^l^'i6yt3:fl^ir^lf(ij(^^ 
J^^yLr^'vlivy^-jl-^f^V^'J^I/t^^JATiyiJ^ZlJiS^J^^ 
27 
y c/"! ^ i \yi}^3: ^u^j)^ i}yij\i C^/UJ>^3J i//ji\ j i ^ i ^ i / T . j ? i i , 
^ i 2 9 -^6iJt'^V*'^6'!/(JV'''t3!li^^c/^f-Jlf>^Ly>^i/c.l)l>Ui£l{B^ Wendell) 
J32"-^ivKl 
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"The poet, to my mind, is recognized by iiis idols and 
his liberties, which are not those of most men." J.34 
C^Lr!Zj:tJl>il(Mario Vargas Llosa)^^^^^^;^^^^^'^^^^ J.35 -^C^^iivlf i /J^l^i 
:^>li.(>ir(j>i%2/Y(Herbert Read)>yJ.>;X(^/M J39 -^bfOrcL^J- ' /^ . r^^ '^ i : 
"Not one will deny the profound inter-relation of artist 
29 
and community. The artist depends on the community 
takes his tone, his tempo, his intensity from the society 
of which he is a member." J.40 
"He prepared men to become free." J.41 
:^1>^(J.E.S. Fawcett)LL>'jUi^(-J(-4^-L^ 
"As fundamental or basic rights the human rights are 
those which must not be tal<en away by any legislature 
or any act of government and which are often set out in 
a Constitution. As natural rights they are seen as 
belonging to men and women by them very nature. 
Another way to describe then would be to call then 
'common rights', for they are rights which all men or 
women in the world should share, just as the common 
law in England, for example, was the body of rules 
which, unlike local customs, governed the whole 
30 
country." J,43 
i>,5r jyi-L{f Z_/Jl> V ' ' LA <:^^6^'^JitiJif'J^:iS^ \jj^\^ jr/\^ ^jjih i^/jf^ji 
:<j^l>4^^2Ly^y^ywjUy4CyyU(Davicl Caute) 
J44 "-^^(J't/ 
L/(X^ii;(/(ij>>«aci.uyi^Lrj7jiJ^iluj^b/V"^ 
(Ralph ( / lJ .^0-^L/c^u/ i l^* t i i ( /c^L7( /c . l^^ 
lr^(/>^i>fi:>:<^^lJl>(iji/'l£c.L^^ Fox) 
J46 -L^2£y'ujS^c3k^lOli^^ 
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c ^ ^ * : 5 Feeble illustrativeness7j'(Naturalism)c<y^(/((jL2?_^fe^v^;yU/^OwiP'"< 
/:'iU^^y^ V-. j^(//PseudoRealism'uL^ L/Jl«^U L^^ 
(iV-jc<:J«¥ (Burgeois-landlordist order)J^(ivby/lf(3'ji'^/'Pettifogging Realism' 
'Henri tyH/^l>^(Lunacharsky)(i5u-j:^:L49 ^^t\^\f-^M^S"oiO\j\/:J3i\i\"Jij'^^^)\ 
^v:i/>(/(^>jSj-(/l^JtlA^(j:/cf'^/^ Barbusse' 
^ (i>*;-^ bf c )^ irj^^^'-' U^^ "c<: v>-^  "y:J: ^ Wh^i^ J'A<CC^ iijj:j\^\^h "ijj^cJ^ 
Jy (i">:/vjl J. \r^ (/U L (J>? (/U^ 9^  BI> J \^L [J'^J>^J^( L^LTJU^' C'y^cfL^ O c^^ ' ij^jy^ ^A^l 
(iu^7>5cv (/LC'*-'-' -^ t>^  '>t$ ^  -L/f5>(JL/'>-''^L^ >'U( i\)j^ 
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J.52 -"^fej^yc^//u/lf( iuv>5(/(/ '-^^^^' 
J.55 -" t^r j^ l fc^^ir- lc i l f^L/^( jL^v^' f -UUfi-^ 
c/'r^^Gl791)j;^c3u*/*L(Thomas Paine)c^(/l?(A/>^(^L./^L/i>ii(/j::'fe' 
"From what we see, nothing of seform in the political 
world ought to be held improbable. It is an age of 
Revolutions, in which every thing may be looked for". 
:156 
33 
J.57 "--^( j>^iy i juA^( j j : :^Xi?*pv>5^^^^^V 
J,59 ,"^l;:rL'l<:Jl^ui(/u-»'t^*'f'W^(yjuA>;C 
(/> feO:t (jy l j>^if Z u Z l j y i / y l / L ^ IriJ V l - ^ ' ^ ^ 
(Ju^i7ji(iji>>i(/uyi^><Uvj)i/ii'-(^4^jJi^^v(iirJj^ 
34 
^w^'U iTj/Vii b j^f L-y^iv J^yr t-/ ';y;^x ^ 
35 
B^  ? ^ f > L o ; ^ (/!/t;/0:!: c^'v^jil ( / J ^ L > J V ^ ^ tji^Md^ ^c^\/Ji U Z L T ^ J I 
c^Ui^/^l f .Zl c ^ i / t//i>v'-»^ ^ UV f>^ (- L/c '^^ L^ Z-v^j^y l_li(^j> J V ^ i i ? (^ J i / ^ c i / 
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"Man may be defined as the animal that can say " I , " 
that can be aware of himself as a separete entity. The 
animal being within nature, and not trascending it, has 
no awareness of himself, has no need for a sense of 
identity. Man, being torn away from nature, being 
endowed will reason and imagination, need to form a 
concept of himself, needs to say and to feel: "I am I." 
Because he is not lived, but lives, has to make 
decisions, is aware of himself and of his neighbor as 
different persons, he must be able to sense himself as 
the subject of his actions." J.64 
:^l>'!^cJij^2l(Purposiveness)c<>^LCl>0Ulf (W. Mc DougalOc^J 
37 
^ ^ Jif ( / ! /(Jf l^ ij::: UJ (/£/L(^ Z-lf i l y (A^(jt2i^^^ 
"Morality, religion, metaphysics, all the rest of ideology 
and their coresponding forms of consciousness, thus no 
longer retain the semblance of independence. They 
38 
have no history, no development, good men developing 
their material production and their material 
intercourse,alter, along with this their real existance, 
their thinking and the products of their thinking." J.70 
i;;Si^ C^ Jl> ^JIV/I/LTO^I ^ ( / / c / l ^ lr>f>t 0 ^ v^ O c^^  ti. 
ji\j\^s ^^ l}i}^iJccJ}W\^j^c^<i/ijyvJ^^. (f-£^ irif >f pVu i l^ ia^ Jiivji^^i/) 
o^ ic^ iJU j^;>^tu^ c^^^(i^(i^'f c^'!^'^^ t^->-^» '^'!/ '^Metanoi 
39 
J.72 : ' - ^ ^ i i * i i L > f ( j A i i l V t ^ ! / ' 
:<i^;(/f!/^>fZ>yl/i-L^iZlc^jy(Anatoly Lunachars.ky)(iy 
2Llf e/f i / / l i ) /L/ )> i^ 1^;=) c^l £ (jyiJiy^i ^ /JM /ji^ot t>ii>i; tTi^Uj. (Jj i jT^ (jy>;L 
40 
"He (Poet) is the rock of defence for human nature." J.77 
• y • • • 
At last new men have come to birth. 
With new ideas and emotions 
To set astir the stagnant earth. J.78 
41 
"If there is need to speak of the "sacred," then I will say 
that the only thing I hold sacred is man's dissatisfaction 
with himself, his striving to become better than he is; I 
also hold sacred his hatred of all the rubbish that 
clutters up life and which he himself has brought into 
being; his desire to put an end to envy, greed, crime, 
disease, wars and all enmity among people in the 
world; his labour." J.79 
jif6if^}d'''^^Jii^^\fj''^'^~^J^<^o'^6i^'-'''y{'^^^'^ Paul Sartre)yvU-jLui;--i:-(3>f 
"At the heart of what is Literature? lies a commitment to 
freedom. The treatment of freedom in the earlier Being 
and Noth ingness (1943) , is descr ip t ive and 
phenomenological. Thus for Sartre human freedom 
exists, but it is nevertheless a made of life and 
consciousness which has to be seized and not avoided. 
It is a potential, a process of becoming. By the time that 
Sartre wrote What is Literature? , he was laying 
increasing stress on the becoming, on the active side of 
freedom. The notion was now invested with a social 
content: to be complete, one man's freedom depended 
42 
on the freedom of others, on the creation of a society 
from which exploitation and oppression had been 
eradicated. This brought Sartre into the sphere of 
morality and socialist humanism. J.80 
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(i/l^J^I/c/l. 
: ^ t / i ^ (Albert camus)jc*i^uiy:'L.iL. 
"Artists of the past could at least keep silent in the face 
of tyranny. The tyrannies of today are improved; they 
no longer admit of silence or neutrality. One has to take 
a stand, be either for or against. Well, in that case, I am 
against." J. 
"Men are powerless only when they admit they are." 2 
"The true poet has been granted the power of so 
expressing and interpreting what he sees and feels as 
to quicken our imaginations and sympathies, and to 
make us see and feel with him." ^ 
(j:!: ^ T i l ^ j ( ^ / ^ ^ ;jy L;^t^l;>/j(Jvy (/J^ J J UU v:j(c. L^^ 
54 
"The phrase of one world means many things, but 
among others it means that everyone is responsible for 
everything that goes on in the world."^ 
"Goethe once said to Eckermann that they were 
witnessing the end of national literature and the birth of 
a world literature. In our times we must consider a book 
that is unable to become part of the world's literature to 
be non-existent."^ 
55 
"We are going to fight again, somewhere / r ~\ 1 
L ( Ace. I ' - - " >* | 
And again we don't know why."^ \ ^^  ,^.^/ 
"The wage-slaves of the early and middle nineteenth 
century were treated a good deal worse than most of 
the chattel slaves of antiquity and modern times." J.2 
56 
Jvl^i«>c?^(^b"j:tc<''^jjZl^Jb(/jr. 1920*:^ Jbef^ 1770 
( i v l f ( / ( Decolonisation t / ^ / Z l J r . 1985 ^ . 1920 vc^  Z l uTl ,l^J'l> (/jsj/l ^ 
(3vJ^*L(>^( / i -b^r '> i>5 i /Kwame Nk rumah Urv( / i ;^ i^ j j /^^yf ^ J I J J U T 
:j:::i;U)iZl(Derbyshire)yl^ 
"Ushering in what the British Prime Minister, Harold 
Macmillan, termed a wind of change, across black 
Africa, 33 African states secured independence during 
the next ten years. In one year alone, 1960, 17 new 
African states were proclaimed." J.5 
/Jt^ iC/>cf (Experimental Animal)>yIf ( J L / i j f l ^ Z l ^ v l j : ^ ( j : ! L ^ ^ J 
J.6 "Jy^d^ 
57 
c ^ v j ^ ^ l^ ._ -^U'jy 7><^vy ^ / i ^ (y^^3j Bj ^ <c^ ( J% ' ( /UJ ( j>f 
'Aparthied" 
c ^U i ^ Uv:» J^b^ i^ U^/l^. j i c j i ^ l J f L/( |> ^> f i L / i v / ^U i ( j ^ ^  (jy i / j . ^ 
jf'//X^i Jj'.£Ui/\>tyi/jt^/Llj/j/i)i/i^ij^^lJ)\f\//bi t ULb^ L/( :Ur'^/j;c^^j( 
. ^ :^t'bLj4,^t;/>/| 
"When duty whisphers, Lo thou must, The Youth replies 
"I can" J9 
Lr^L>u^jj£u^/L>J^!/U'^V>^Ci^XL^"<L/Lg'y^y^tr^ 
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"There are no classes in our society. However, analysis 
reveals a certain tendency, a 'real movement' toward 
the 'formation of classes'. By this is meant that the gap 
between the standerd of- living of organized workers 
and that of the rest of the population has become so 
disproportionate that "the proletarian is not necessarily 
the one who claims the title." 21 
:u/:!j[>^(Morgenthau)L^yV^/^lry^L(j5'/^^'U(/^;io^^^ 
"African socialism can provide a middle ground: it can 
be both "man-oriented and community-oriented". This 
solution is found in a "personalist" conception of 
mankind, inherited by the Senegalese from the French 
Catholic left". ^2 
(iViu^ 42-(^ULI/ t / ( i /L>tr ! /u^w^l /^U- ' ( iv^^ Consciousness 
"Negro-African society rested on a communal basis, 
"which give its members, with a single soul, a high ideal 
o^ solidarity, m which all communicated. ^5 
"The term "Negro-African" is more specific than 
59 
"African". Senghor frequently uses this term, which fits 
with his philosophy of Negritude and is concerned with 
the values of Negro peoples in Africa and the New 
World. He recognizes the existence of non-Negro 
Africans, such as Berbers and Arabs."^6 
"In the first Congress of Negro Writers in 1956, a 
delegate exhorted African artists to try to look at art 
60 
through politics. The Second Congress in 1959 held in 
Rome also emphasized the political basis of art."29 
61 
.34 [j^/ji\^i^XiOi/:r^J^ Jt^uJ^u^u^'i^yi: 
(Mazisi Kunene, Farewell) 
"Bourgeois propaganda boasts of the "freedoms" and 
equality" in the contemporary capitalist society but in 
practice these "rights" and "freedoms" turn into their 
<£^ 
62 
opposites."^7 
(Molefe P h e t o ) ^ " ^ i ^ - ^ vb^T i /J^u (/uv^i (^-i^/^ J ^ ( / ^ 4 ' <i/t> J V d / ' - ^ 
"Detention in Soutii Africa is incommunicado. There is 
no iiabeas corpus. No lawyer, no member of a one's 
family, no doctor and no priest is allowed to see 
detainees. Detainees live and survive on suspension, 
tension and hope. The cut-off is complete as a black 
night." ^9 
( / / i ^ i / ' : >^ . ' j i ' ^ ^ ( /A j ^ * ( | / ' - ^Ay j ^ t ( /V (A .N .C . Kumalo)A/cr-c/ ' -^ ' 
^\^S^\ij^i;^L^tJj.^c- (/^>LZl(jj jrv^li;yya1;'(if^I//"Red our colour"^jyL/ 
63 
Let's have poems blood-red in colour 
ringing like damn bells Poems that tear at the oppressor's face 
and smash his grip poet let the people know 
talk of freedom and touche people's eyes 
with the knowledge of the power of multitudes 
that twists prison bars like grass and flattens granite walls like putty.^0 
UtJ^'lJI:yJt(i,^964xyyPoem of Vengeance' '(^^j i4l l-yiylt>fo^^o/' ' l<:JJ^ 
£(/i^lr-^lr/jlJ-vL/it;:!vi_vL^JuJbjl^(*iluyb*9UL^''Surprisin 
"Poem of / '^c i^ 1^ A/^ iJ'iS^ J^\ ^^ijy^jt Oi/^'<^^/Ui/J^4- ^ -^ '^ ^ cilf 
"What's ^ 4 1 (/^^(Mongane Serote)ct.j^i>r;V-i^L-lfi^iyZl(i^i;Tj:! Vengeance" 
(J^f^L/' '/(rLr^'j>^l«iL^>^>l^^4/"Black Consciousness"L/:t in this Black shit" 
Now I'm talking about this, "Shit" you hear an old woman say, 
Right there, Squeezed in her little match box 
With her fatness and gigantic life experience, which makes her a child, 
'Cause the next day she's right there, 
Right there serving tea to the woman 
Who's lying in bed at 10 a.m sick with wealth 
Which she's prepared to give her life for 
"Rather than you marry my son or daughter."4I 
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LT "banned person'U^y£l ij>';^ }J JL jT(J^y^^i ^ « a . t ^J ' ^L^ ^i^LTjj/L^^^j'U^-*'d' -• 
^^> l i .J : i r i> .^ ( /Tor a Cenf'f^' 
"Each morning corner of Pritchard and Joubert 
leaning on a dusty crutcii near a pavement dust-bin 
an old man begs not expecting much 
His spectacles are cracked and dirty and does not see my black hand 
drop a cent into his scurvy palm but instinctively he mutters: 
Thank you my Baas! Strange, that for a cent 
a man can call his brother, Baas."42 
^^£;>^(jj)/ l>)i^(Samuel Mqhayi) jL^j4<ri^_(^4, j 
'Today (j:::u>^Jv^jvx^(lL/''i/dl^(J^(J^c^0^j>Zl(i^ Brutus) 
:t^Li;iw-^vU^/>^£^iJjLL^"At a funerarMn Prison" 
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/L/^^.rBjil^Zl<LlfJ:/J^y^ij-(/Lf^ "Today in Prison"(^lX)l ,( / iydyZl i i j i ;Tf 'y^^/ i 
Today in prison by tacit agreement 
they will sing just one song: Nkosi Sikeiela^S 
"deeds being yjC'names to settle on%jii<'Zl(/L<i:_fejvi;yi_,/i>$jt^(Azlcu^(/J'(r:( 
-*j^fejy/A=>-V(/J?^c^iyyO>^/r^(^^ done" 
"Even though an African may adopt the formal 
characteristics of English fiction, his rendition of colonial 
experience will vary drastically from that of a European, 
not only because of the actual di f ferences in 
experience, but also because of his antagonistic 
attitude toward colonialist literature." ^6 
(Sipho l i 'Ui^/l^vjiJ^i;^!J^tJljT^/^"A ride on the whirlwind"C/y^i/(yj>i^y1 
y(^t^.1981(J:y((/StaffriderJU'y4i£^(/'t i?"Stop the \ie"(^SiJ>^.J%iS^/ 
I want you to stop the lie don't tell me of how much you feed the poor 
Because you made hunger 
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when you dropped those of my blood into the hole of gold 
1 want you to stop the lie don't tell me of the schools you've built 
because you made ignorance 
don't tell me of the numbers of clinics and hospitals operating 
because you made disease I've always wished you would see me 
because I stand complete on earth like men in the whole universe."^? 
/ u>^ (JLAT^ITif/i^ L.yiu^j.U io^^^ Li)/oijt> i /oUl^ J V ^ o>/\> SJ^:^J 
•.wXOyZl(Andre Brink)w£iiL-7>*LLji_^ 
"During the last few years a new awareness of a 
common identity as writers has arisen, creating a new 
sense of solidarity in a body of informed and articulate 
resistance to oppression. The establishment of a 
soweto-based PEN Centre was a culminating point in 
this development." ^8 
(K.A. ^yt^L^-*j^(XY^I^(/<J^ti^l(^/J^''J^!/>^''eJ/'>^ 
cfo^i/v>-i£L/i>«^ir>^^^>?^>?(i>a;i>^(^^^ North) 
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MongueWalle ^ ( / i ^ ^ j/i>ij>l?i(jit:ji_^(3l»3ii:l>^^c^i>^^>if ( j / ^ j i ( /U^ . 
{S^iS^/oAV^Lf^^.:^^3^U/ffhf^ii'j}i^^^iiji^'^4'^^'^d^^ Secrete 
£ i//^Lr(j:/(/'Jy^-c^U"7 (/(Jj:i^ U4^ J t ^ ^ 
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y^>^L;/ Kwame HWrumdh^^JMJ^cL^ Jfyc^ZliL>u t ^ (j-^j-''>^T/uyiv^Ui*^>f i£j/^ 
^/(}(^^hi\.J^X^^/)i^'\/ji/.Ji/\^J\ ^4 -^t-UL/'Visionory Pan Africanist" 
Zl(i j i;T4/^u/i_jX(Antonio Agostinho HQio)ii i!^\ii.y\jj^<CJ^J\^}^Soi/^ 
ar^LTii/^cy^^ 1960-L/^if J:?M4?^^'-^i/''''^'^'^i'^^<^^'^ "^^^ 
U y J j / ^ Ufcf-2i// gc^S^vr-*^ 
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/.^tyij?utOi/\^(y\pi\{}]i;^\[j\L\if^{F\mdiX\6o Costa Andracle)>7Jir"^-^>*'^ 
(Helder Jsf^JLU/L^^ ii^/l<:<f-(/ty^l?- ^ J U » J / ' ^ ^ ^ l^iiU^'c^vj/t/^.^ C^OJK^ t / 
:^b^^;>^c.Ui>L:;i£l Neto) 
"We sKall not mourn the dead, MPLA AVAAAAA NCAAA!" ^1 
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"Letter from a (^i^)i^(Antonio Jacinto)>^^ri|/'U(3jb(i/Oji4i^ij/2/>(/' 
^\/^\<^t\fii^\iLJ^'^iJi<L^/\^L^h\S\S-^Vj(!>^^^^ contract worker".' 
§2 "<£ 
(Cabrai) jy^^^Z-ZcJUc^Li^ii/c/^Lt^il (Eduardo Mondlane)c/:iy'jW'iJ'^>D-'> 
"One might say that Eduardo Mondlane was savagely 
assassinated because he was capable of identifying 
with the culture of his people, with their deepest 
aspirations, through and against all attempts or 
temptations for the alienation of his personality as an 
African and a Mozambican. Because he had forged a 
new culture in te struggle, he fell as a combatant." ^3 
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(3^yj)(Jorge Rebelo)A--^ J.vlf (Sergio Vieira)i/fiJt^-UC*L/jl/J^!/lii^i)^il6'i/k>^ 
^uyi/*^JJ/U7jc^li'Jl?^(^l^(/virjvj/iij(;Tj'j/;r'(Mutimati Barnabe Joao)j/i?4^t>fcr 
c/i^ vji(Leroy Vail)(J:j^jy:^-lXltl^/j.J^U>4cJl^*U:>iUrOt/ji:i0j>i^ 
:Jj^Zl(Landeg White)J^"iiJj 
"Poetry and poetic expression in Africa were welcomed 
as a major channel of communication between 
powerless and powerful, the client and the patron, the 
ruled and the ruler."^4 
"We were like the blind stumbling on the stones of ignorance 
comrades! that's how they wanted us 
the bishops the companies the mineowners! heads of blacks empty 
and shoulders ready to carry a mountain. ignorant 
looking at written words when in them our price was written." ^6 
(^^Sjf^^^ (Jorge Rebelo)j!r-v JvU^^^^i^iy^^^^ l/^^g^/u^Jl:^jL^biiJ^i^^) 
"Come, tell me all this, my brother. And later I will forge simple words 
Which even the children can understands 
words which will enter every house like the wind 
and fall like red hot embers on our people's souls In our land 
Bullets are beginning to flower." ^6 
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"Tomorrow when colonialism and imperialism 
are only words which are found in a dictionary of archaic terms." ^7 
^>Ly^"Poems of Combat"t;)l/^^>/^U>^l}^!/*L(FRELIMO)rciiA(^^>?>^f^':V>> 
"Our poetry is also a slogan. Like a slogan it is born out 
of necessity, out of reality. While in colonialism and 
capitalism, culture and poetry were amusements of the 
rich, our poetry of today is a necessity, a song which 
goes out of our heart to raise our spirit, guide our will, 
reinforce our determinat ion and brooden our 
perspective." ^8 
"I,^l^JLi'l-(Mutimati ?,^xx\2^\iQ)i^'iA^'i^i^/\^1^yiy^\^'c^6/^(f^/6ohj6/i^ 
:l^l{/^(jlr^l>(j:!:^1975>c^*^(iji;Tl,"FRELIMO"i?.L^the people" 
"I know that I can't think in just one language." JO 
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(Maina wa i\/hti:ijhhj^^'i^'y^4/J^^Ui^^'^'^3^J^'^'^"Mau Mau" 
^yfe^Thunder from the M o u n t a i n s " ^ i ^ Z l ( j i & c / i ^ i l ' M a u Mau ' l . Kinyatti) 
"The main objective in translating these songs is to let 
them answer the anti-Mau,Mau Kenyan intellectuals and 
their imperialist masters who, until now, continue to 
deny the Movement's national character." X^ 
"For us today these songs are an echo, a record, of our 
people's determination to liberate their country from 
forign domination." J2 
^jUy;Lr(AmilcarCabral)J/y^l^J^(-LPAIGE(^L/by''(/Mau Mau^ /cTu^ 
"We advance towards the struggle secure in the reality 
of our land (with our feet planted on the ground). This 
means, as we see it, that it is impossible to establish 
effective armed struggle such as we have to establish 
in our land, unless we really know our reality and unless 
we start out from that reality to wage the struggle." J3 
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:^i>^£^>fZ_//i;UiiZl(Bruce K ing )^L /u 
"This is too much like trying to force a glove with three 
fingers onto a hand with five. Instead we must look at 
African writing not only for whatever similarities with 
Western literary forms may be, but also once we have 
fully identified these for what is different, and, therfore, 
African." J5 
(John ^i ^ icl/d^A1846 ^A10 il>^^ ( / c T i / ^ A i ^Oi (fL.yt 2^/ijijjaJ\^\ 
{Sa\d)jiirfii^i^^f/^J^^^^yf^^{Sebah)iy'/j?j/fDii^ Greenleaf Whittier) 
(y^U^(/^^U^c^ij^<^"Song of Slaves in the Desert"yc:</t/(vi(LX::>Lyjw^l^(/(c^ 
When we went from Bornou land, We were like the leaves and sand. 
We were many, we are few; Life has one, and death has two: 
Whitened bones our path are showing Thou All-seeing, thou All-Knowing! 
Here us, tell us, where are we going, Where are we going, Rubee? J6 
J.^U^Lri^L{Atka)'>'(/(j j i ;T'^(Rubee)U(/v/»v/i^4i(j:tc<^ 
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:f-l/3(J^(^>">*'c'A^"Neg''itude"^cl'l- Dames) 
The white will never be negro 
for beauty is negro and negro is wisdom 
for endurance is negro and negro is courage 
for patience is negro and negro is irony J9 
:^ jy^(Christ ian P. Potholm)p^cl-C'C:^ 
"For Senghor, Negritude was the essence of blackness, 
the African gift for mythmmaking, rhythm. The Negro 
personality relied on intution, on emotion, on going to 
the heart of th ings. It was ant i -mater ia l is t ic , 
"anti-rational", against the dehumanization of modern 
life as practised in Europe In the context of 
colonialism, it served a poignant and real need for 
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those who expressed it."^0 
ipX(FrantzFanon)cAViyirL: :<f-^J^; i iv j -£ lUj j j^ . i^c^&^^^ 
"to speak a language is to take on a world." ^1 
y^id u JjyPf'(>>^ C'>L^-J-»^L^l^ (J"'^"^ 6v irc3'-f'J'v^^^ 
j:Ji:^y^Ji/Suj'^l/^^Su^^^VJ'iS^'if (Superior)^; ^yy^Uifi-Ziflisyijih^ir 
"In order to achieve "civilized" morality, it is essential 
that the black, the dark, the Negro vanish from the (the 
African's) consciousness."^2 
Whatever happens we have got 
The Maxim Gun, and they have not. ^3 
(Booker T. ij^h^i./uti/-^d^j>VL\j/\>i^ji(f/i^U>^1>^U J>( i / ' ^ j 
(James Weldon c/^if jJUj7<?(W.E.B. Du Eo\s)J\ii3i}^[j\^^A< Washington) 
c / ^ - ( ^ f t J j > ^ i ; (Charles Waddeli Chesnutt)^*(/^Ji^(yiUyi) Johnson) 
:i_fjy«£l(Spanckeren) 
"The literary achievement of African-Americans was 
one of the most striking literary developments of the 
post-Civil war era. The roots of black American writing 
took hold, notably in the forms of protest literature, 
poetry, and song.';g4 
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8/^ 2 ^ ^ V^'t/V»^ J^'>'^'f-c/^ ^ ' > i^  L ^ '^vi^^ t (/'J^y^vi-^jy 
^^ i - i i^Zluy^i^Uf lU^^f i f J>^(iii^(j:!(.1917)"0 Black and Unknown Bards'-^cT 
"Heart of what slave poured out such melod 
As "Steal Away to Jesus?" On its strain 
His spirit must have nightly floated free 
Though s\}\\ about his hands he felt his chains." ^5 
(Clarence Major)yf^(j^-(^(/('l>BU(j:tcJi^>7i>t^/LP^J^i/(/^ 
"The black poet confronted with western culture and 
civilization must isolate and define himself in as bold a 
relief as he can. He must chop away at the white 
criterion and destroy its hold on his Black mind because 
seeing the world through white eyes from a black soul 
causes death The black poet must stretch his 
consciousness in terms of pure reason and expand 
endlessness to find new ways of seeing the world the 
black poet of the west is caught up in." ^6 
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^0^/iT^vBj u'Ji^.-d^U^'^^Qyf^'^J'/U^ c^'ifi^ ( / ( / ' - ^ uJv^^ j>:t^ (/>^V>^ 
\y^\ij\)ji\'i^ ^/Utijj I^ LT Piso)(/; U(/((|J(/j5irv:jf L^^K^TJ; u-^i H u l/uSl? j . i i 
"Perhaps the poet has always had the same obligations 
throughout history. It has been poetry's distinction to go 
out into the street, to take part in this or that combat. 
The poet didn't scare off when they said he was a 
rebel." ^ 0 
^UL(/9j>lTJb;^^>y^JiJ^/7j/(/UrJ.K^V'l^t^^'^''^V^(Juvenal)(^ 
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(yir-' Uisju-jf 0 Lf^ i^ Z-i^  t-if t /^u^ u v ^ ci'/f^J'' (f/' (3^  u A oO' i^ t-> Bvb "i^ " o / 
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i^^ iv^L; (Jose Gomes) / / 
"In the recent period, the transnational corporations 
have come to play a markedly growing role in world 
economics and politics. This is due above all to the vast 
development and internationalisation of the productive 
forces under present-day capitalism." ^4 
c^i/'(Michael ^c^mme\\)ijr{^\.^u^^jl,\fL,[ii\c.\.0\A^L(\)ii(OL\j^^ 
"Perhaps the worst were Argentina and Uruguay, where 
dozens of writers were arrested and ill-treated a simply 
disappeared without trace. Chile, despite its notriety, 
had a marginally better record with writers, as did 
Brazil." J5 
j f i ( / (Juan Jelman)cr^d{^2lc^lifvL<£^LV^(^>^4l^6>trj^ 
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(j:!:(f1976)"Apocalypse at Solentiname"JL/(^'(Julio Cortazar)jUij/i{}.^~ut2L^j 
^2SGl977)j.j<wi.y(/f<^L/^l?(/uyuV'The meaning of Solentiname"(^j'(j^JyK' 
Solentinanne was like a paradise 
but in Nicaragua paradise is not yet possible. 
the task for us all: the reconstruction of the whole country. J7 
(Prison without a Name, Cell without a Number)"Jx^l?^4^yjiJ:/|'t4^"(j:l:i977-(/ 
(/Lk''>J''^'*i-(Jacobo T\meman)^/^)^'6\f^^L\J\ikj^Utoy^hAj)/y/^\j^^C 
"I write for them because I write in their language which 
will always be mine. Together with many others I am 
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looking for a way of helping them and bringing their 
liberation nearer." ^8 
They plunder the people's language 
and falsify the people's words. (just like the people's money.) 
That's why we poets polish our poems so much. 
That's why my love poems are Important. ^ 9 
(Octavio ^-ji/'T.(Joaquin Pasos)UVL cA/fi? J"- U^h^/^(fs//^f^C J\ J'jf\j'^ 
:f-tf0^guerrilla fighter" 
"But word of you, your grip on us, will grow 
And your words will spread like grain in fertile ground." J.00 
J j A ^ i / ( j : t ^ v l L (Tomis Bo rge )^^^ ( / ^ t c / ^ j l ^ i ^ (FSLN)(i j i ;T^lr iAK; 
the least and sweetst meanings of the door, of the table, of bread, 
raising a clenched fist of unforgettable words: 
Monimbo, Matagalpa, Subtiava, Esteli, brother. J.01 
"To Bury Our jH-Zl(Sergio R2xmQz)y/:Ji^/^S^^i^L\S/^6J^'iJ'^J'-^f'^J'^ 
^ »4^^^ 'U?c ' f-(J~^4^0^lr^»>!?^t^-t^^ ^Sandino^(j : f 
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-i/^if>(jy)yc^(i^i/y jLTcr-LTjJijjif ^jiJ^DA^g' 
J.03 L{?2^BlfL/nH;^l/l^ 
"Who has said that Marxism has no soul?" The most 
important thing was the creation of the new man, the 
man of the twenty-first century. Markets, money, 
material interests, these were the categories of the old 
society. "JL05 
( ^ « £ l u r ( / j / / ^ / i r i ^ U c t . Jyil/(3'l^'i^(J^i>^y l^ t r^ '^^J^cf / 'V^ 1983 
"Storing underground the nation's entire cultural 
patrimony" J06 
^^O ' l ^A-^Z-XV i^^ i / JU^ - ' v^ i /CRene Depes{re)J<iL^j/[>^ij! 
:io7 £jkyi^jjJ^j^i'£J'i 
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»;^ l^  (Roque Dalton)! / '^^^-^ \fj\S^\^^(f\Sl^//L/^(f\)'L, iji/\>Lj>)\^\ 
"When the revolution has eliminated its enemies and 
has in every sense consolidated itself can be, no doubt 
about it, more or less glorious and heroic. But to be so 
when the condition of being revolutionary is usually 
rewarded with death, that is truly the dignity of poetry. 
The poet takes then the poetry of his or her generation 
and gives it over to history." J.08 
L;:!:>Vcf'(Armand Mattelart)c.^ii2^J:>vT_i::i^fl^^b^-U^ij:!/,^j/>(/(/Cj_^D 
"To tackle the problem of the ideological apparatuses 
of imperialism is already to take sides. It is to recognize 
as a field of class struggle a domain wihch many of the 
actors in the struggle~cover up with a show of 
neutrality." J.09 
-ba/^ti>y(Farabundo U^^\)6j^)Mh^/A9Z2{Sji}^^^^iJ4''Cc»^.6^il^\^ 
j :J"f-) /K^"^4lc^b^w^-//crfry^f 'L-Z:^^(/ l (FM 
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• . ^ ^ 
The dead are more insolent than ever. It used to be easy: 
We placed their names on an honor roll: the length and breadth of our land 
the illustrious shades of yesteryear the monstrous shadow 
Seems to me they're starting to figure out that they are the majority. J.10 
Jt-^/ujf>V2i^2L^L^((j:!:(^l^(^/(/(Javier Heraud)i(^/fjtfKSrrf-^^ 
r^^(Mar io Vargas Llosa)U>'(/lfy^yvly|0jitc^i(^^^(/;U/M>^'-^^ 
"Literature appears as a meaningful a positive activity, 
which depicts the scars of reality and prescribes remedy, 
frustrating official lies so that the truth shines through.The 
Vision of literature as a mimetic enterprise, morally 
uplifting, historically fruitful, sociologically exact, politically 
revolutionary, has become so widespread in our 
countries that it partly explains the irrational behaviour of 
many of the dictatorships of the continent." J.12 
(Jose Carlos J i t Llu/^>l^;if .-c-'0^'->l^^«^j^4-^-f-(^'^iS>^^'-^'(/<'^ii '^^ 
\S^}\L)J:7Utj\X\^^i}^^j/S^[^iJ6/6^4U'-d^Jii'^6\JSf^ 1920i^ Mariategui) 
Jirir(/u^/^''^'(J-J^'''^^^i-^"Literature on triaruy^uXiii^ii^i/i-l/by^jJyfC^LrvIr 
"A literary, not sociological, theory divides the literature 
of a country into three periods: colonial, cosmopolitan 
^ j 
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and national. In the first period, the country, in a literary 
sense, is a colony dependent on the metropolis." J13 
J'^'^J^/(^/u^W<C}rrJii{Qu\chua lndians);i>-i(4yL(Hugo Blanco)/i^yrr 
"Much can be accomplished in press and propaganda 
work even in such a predominantly illiterate milieu as 
the peasant movement." J. 14 
Jc^^^'L^d'v^j-^uVL'J'>^'^(i>^L/>^i^(Nicolas Gui l len)c^ / (y i^ l ^£L/ 
"Problems of the ^X^/^^'i^ ^^^ '^^i U>J/U[\^U"- U^yhi cfU j G ^ Z l wiP'/ oiiU 
Your friend Mr. Smith, English or Yankee, I don't know, 
O.K. so what? when it's your turn, and please: 
make them always talk to you in Spanish. J.15 
(jf i)(Z-Romanova)<^Av>;-/._.l?*(|^jf(/^jr^y^<(JCfikj;ci^>^Zil i^/^ 
"However, economic progress in Latin America of the 
countries which had just freed themselves from Spanish 
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colonial rule, was then blocked by other foreign powers, 
in particular the U.S.A." J16 
"The landed elite and commercial bourgeoisie of Latin 
America which maintained contacts with Europe proved 
a kind of fifth column for them." J. 17 
:U i^7^{David Fernandez Cherician)t:%yJiji5/jVi/l>b'Lj^C> 
: J!li^Zl4_/<^(Regis Deb ray ) ^ ^ j LT^ I 1^ 0^ A >^ 
Each one has to decide which side he is on on the 
side of violence that repress or violence that liberates. 
Crimes in the face of crimes. Which ones do we choose 
to be joint ly responsible for, accompl ices, or 
accessories to? You chose certain ones, I chose 
others, that's all i 1 9 
"Poor Mexico, so far from God, so near to the United 
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states." J.20 
c^ /^v^ j / . : ^^ {^jli^l ( f / ' L ^ C '^vjjjZlf 1960-61 ^ d^^ifl/^ lP*//Lt/j,j Ul/d^ 
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J.25 ••-^Jj^ij-'y^cf'^LliX^'' 
J127 jVOU^o/LfJfo/c^> (^c^^c^JvL^^uZ^-Jc^/t/^ 
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ji\)i\^ic.>*i' (Manuel Machado)^i^ LX>>*(J:! U^ >b>r f^2^ ^ >>if j : ! : c^ ' ^ | / ^ 
^ ( / j^ tZ l (Juan Ramon Jimenez)x^'c^yivc^fi?_t/|'(Eduarclo Marquina)l^lijvb>f 
lfl/i^jj/lk'j:^^tJ^(irL/'-(/»/L>;:^'Lfl^'(>-^LrLfe(Gabn^ Mistral) J / ^ l t y / 
•.ij1^\fii\tC{EucknQX B. Trawick)uij 'y-(j-/L^(Lucila Godoy Alcayaga) 
"Her(Mistrars) poetry, noted for its fluent lyricism, reflects 
her passionate desire for even-handed justice." J.29 
^l%'>^^Hr^(JC'>lf-^>>'l^(/l^J/l>(/(Victor Jara)»ylf/Cc^il?*^ 
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(Popular J^7/c5^y>^yL ( I (Salvador Allende)(iJciiv^i(>'(j:!:^'£u=.^i:^crf1973y?' 
yM^of^'^^J^J'- f-J>-^t(^^y^J>fJ^'f^Au'-^''Cj^\/\,i^\x^^ Unity government) 
"When later the text of his last poem was brought to 
me, I knew that Victor wanted to leave his testimony, 
his only means now of resisting fascism, of fighting for 
the rights of human beings and for peace." J.33 
(NewChi lean"^ /Ju; i ' j ^ (JC£^" '^ i f -c / l / ^^J i i i ^ 'Y^^"^ 
^(Salvador Allende's popular uri\tj){J^iM6[S3U^^Jii^yu^[S'^sonqe movement) 
"Meanwhile they are useful in neutralisnig the innate 
spirit of rebellion of young people. The term "protest 
song" is no longer valid because it is ambiguous and 
has been misused. I prefer the term"revolutionary 
song.":134 
^i^l/ut^jSi'i^J^l^^c^ijc^^Oi^j^ij^y.iA^liSiAugusio Sandino) 
For the sake of peace one sad night General sandino took up the invitation 
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to celebrate his brave resistance witii the ambassador form "America" 
(Because lil<e pirates, they confiscated the name of the whole continent.) .135 
"There is an old theme, a "body divided," that recurs in 
the folk poetry of all countries. The popular singer 
imaginis his feet in one place, his kidneys, somewhere 
else, and goes on to describe his whole body, which he 
has left behind, scattered in countrysides and cities. 
That's how I feel in those (1940s) days." J.36 
Land as slim as a whip, hot as torture, 
your step in Honduras, your blood in santo Domingo, at night, 
Yours eyes in Nicaragua touch, call, grip, me, 
and throughout American lands I knock on doors to speak, 
I tap on tongues that are tied, I raise curtains, plunge 
my hands into blood; J37 
t T L ^ i/J^U c3l^  ^ (j:! i i^ j ^ yc^l^-i ::p/^Uii L; ^ ( j : ! j A ^ J ^ ^ 
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"The subtest and most signif icant thoughts of 
philosopher, psychologist, anthropologist, etc. do not 
become poetic by virtue of their mere inclusion in 
poetry: the poetic thinker is the poet." J.39 
J>^>UJ|J.) /UL^(Ar ie l D o r f m a n ) c ^ i J ( / y i c / ^ ^ ^ ^ i V - ^ l " ^ ( J ^ u / / ^ i ^ ^ i ^ l ^ 
c/jcfii/^"Last Will and Jes\axx\en\:'f[Sj^^J^jj^^i/^ot^i}{^!,j:i,)yL)^Loy^ 
When they tell you I'm not a prisoner don't believe them, 
when they tell you. they released me don't believe them 
They'll have to admit it's a lie some day 
And finally when that day comes 
when they ask you to identify the body and you see me 
don't believe them don't believe them don't believe them. J.41 
of'Utd^jvLj^/{iA,^xy<C{GeneTa\ Pinochet)^^J;^Lr.1973y?f^iTc^^i 
^ J43^ " ^ 4 ( j : : : c J l ^ " c f o : » ^ ^ I j L J A f c ^ i j - ( i l i ^ i / ( / u y i / . ^ 
( i /^^( i / t^( / ( / (v^ i ( / j iJ f ( / t>c^ j i2^( / i^* j^( /uy^(^^ 
Uyi^yi:cAd/rt:JljL,/Jt>U59t>Oi/c^ 
94 
L/i(j:::c>?'/Lf Vargas/T^(J; ;U-( /Lr ju^cfd/Vl l ' *L^ 
^JlutlJ.S{Louis Carlos Prestes)/'-y(/yv^LA'j^J..yv^i(/UZl(J;JUvb^U 
" We have to be taught to see ourselves through the 
eyes of the oppressor. People are trained to accept 
'this' order as the 'natural' and therefore as an eternal 
one; and they identify the system with patriotism, so 
that an opponent of the regime is a traitor or a foreign 
agent. The law of the jungle, which is the law of the 
system, is sanctified, so that defeated peoples should 
accept their situation as their destiny." J.44 
95 
bj|^c'>^-^^U>^^ 
. J.47 <^i£^^}h^0^iS{/' Oy^'^^Uj'L'^^^^^^Soy:^^i^OiJ^^fi>utji\ 
96 
/ Duendejj i>4v^ ^ - J ^ ' / ^ f^ ^ ^ f^-^ (Musepjc*^ (/>v:>i (Angel) ( J ^ l ^ JiVc.^^ 
L;:r>i>j (/u^y Ty-y^^ v o ^ i ^ ir i ^ v ^ j y ^ ( / ( ^ ( / ^ T B ^ ; ^ t>f t^ U g" 
0[>Ut^y: cT^^ J) ;U {/"ijii JiCU^. -^ »>l^' ^ / j V (/ '^>'->^  Duende J i v j 
(/' Duende 
: ^ t>f£^^i;UJ(cJ)w:C(/</L::*'^ Duende 
"The duende is a power; not a method; struggle, not a 
thought. It is not in the gypsy's singer's throat, but rises 
from within him, from the soles of his feet. For every 
artist, every step he climbs in the tower of perfection 
costs him a struggle not with the angel, or with the 
muse, but with the duende." J.49 
trL<:^lr/LC^VLf'':»> t " l - l^w£l"^ i j ' ' i j ^ j^UiwCiL^vl^i b'vtj^jvi^^^^ 
• • * 
_^fe^Jl>PyMoorish ^\oo6'^^\j:"^J"^^\^J\^S 
J.50 c^ u<L^  U>f(y>''(i^ u^ (j^jiri/i>>-(j:l: "^j^oy^j: 
"Romancero >/( i /^^UfO^i^' i jSyBJii fZl(/ ' -(^^^^^ITV^JVL^'VV(iJi/r^'-Cfl921) 
(j:!:4-/^i^>?2£vy^!tj(/^Zlc<>^Ul^lJSyi^ Lopez-Morillas-^^P'^U;:^;^ 
97 
"We are not told what this "only cause" may be for 
which poets must die, but the context of this Souvenir 
de Lorca makes it possible to guess that it is the 
struggle against tyranny. It is, of course, a praiseworthy 
cause, but one in the advancement of which poets do 
not necessarily occupy the front rank." J.51 
"He was not active in leftist circles; but he was a 
power he was a man of the people. He belonged 
to the people and when they were attacked he was 
attacked by the same forces. But he was also 
champion of a school." J.52 
Jl if'/c^ (jyi^ L- (Frustration)c%^/c^(L;:! c'l-''c/^^'y? \Sl'/^t^J6j^'<^^\f^^^ 
ij\^6\j l^vV-^ \;//,\i/iS''<L, (IcJl^'ic^yj ^/j\p\>\j ^}j^,^ f If >7 J i ^M^^uOijt J5v 
"For poets and playwrights, instead of testimonials, I 
would organize attacks and challenges, in which we 
98 
would be boldly told: "I dare you to do this!" I bet you 
don't dare tell of the desperation of soldiers who are 
enemies of war!" Necessity and struggle based on a 
severe love, temper the artist's soul, which becomes 
soft and decayed by easy flattery. J.54 
J.55 ij^z^o^^J^^f'J^'^^ lj.z^)d^{Jfot<i€)7 
•f- t -X^y J C (Cortazar)^/; I'j/jiJ'h ^i:/\i>jiut/>oijL{^J'/^/{>)^ji 
"What we writers can do is insignificant in the face of 
the panorama of horror and oppression that the 
southern part of Latin America presents today; 
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nevertheless we must do it and indefatigably seek new 
ways of intellectual struggle." J.58 
"Every tribe had its poets, who freely uttered what they 
felt and thought. Their unwritten words "flew across the 
desert faster than arrows," and came home to the 
hearts and bosoms of all who heard them." J.59 
J'i^ji\J\i\ ^c^^/{Sj;';P'Slii^\^j\y ^0^\iL\^i>\j ^Jl\if^'^y}L J^yji^?^D^i 
100 
"A poet was a defence to the honour of them all, a 
weapon to ward off insult from their good-name, and a 
means of perpetuating their glorious deeds and of 
establishing their fame for ever. The powers of the 
sha'ir (poet), however, chiefly exhibited in satire (hija), 
which in the oldest known form "introduces and 
accompanies the tribal feud, and is an element of war 
just as important as the actual fighting." J.61 
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J^h£\k)iJii('i/£^^l^{Sd^^'d'^U^iJ-^\/bj}U^"Ta, abbata sharr" i^( / i^L^Z_/ 
^(/ly/>f C : ^ ^ c;((j:!: U'viJ ( /OJ' / ' -^Uj^t ^ j i / ' ^ 4 : ^ d l ^ ^ 
102 
£(Abu Tammam)^l>4f'Dy^(/LbvOl^y^///r'^^vyi^oro^/J>f(i>y^^^ 
"To strive, to seek, to find, and not to yield." J.67 
103 
jy Uvj((. 1868-. 1932) JA^)^( . 1816-. 1923u) Jy>'J^t'(il/^>*^^^(/LlPa^/J(//(/(i/l> 
^je I^V^' J-^-^k^9^-^(^^^965) jflyi?*^ Ir^  v*^5/i/^(/w '^Tjj/j/LP^ J / / ^ U l ^ ^ 
J/'(I'/^-^^/^^tfuy>^''-^/VO^*'(/J^ 
l^vj^L(j:t(jyj£J^if<:^_^J>f5.y^ij:!c>>r^(/.-.U>(^iVa^ 
:i7o ^'tvG(^;'yuy>^i^^Jjy^->yir>f^o^uy5yb/L^^^^ 
£/^lPvrVL>rJL^b^c:.Uj5:bj^ycfvy^ 
104 
t>f (jbvt^il^* ^ i/'U^'^A^ J>-;y^/^^iL If ^  ^(>i;7i)c;)^y * :^^UJ^ S>iijtJl}rSj'[^ 
105 
106 
^i^^v6vt^(jyrz:c^i?^L/'(/s '^'^ A/^<c'^ u>^L^^^^ 
(^X^;J>r4i^:/^^^(j^JLr)v,),/^jy£(/)j^^ 
107 
:l/L/0:t"The roses and the dictionai7"(^l^(/(f JL^^i/vy(/c^i;/jT(/^/^U^^ 
"The poet must have a new toast And new anthems 
I carry the key to legends and ruined monuments of slaves 
I must refuse death Even though my lengend die. 
I must reject the roses that spring From a dictionary of a 'diwan'. 
Roses grow on the arms of a plasant on the fists of a laborer, 
Roses grow over the wounds of a warrior And on the face of a rock." J.79 
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L(Elias Khour'Oiiv/urUi'^L/ijivbvV3ov>3t/0^wf/Jc/^i; Uj^ >^tf (j^i^ii/lP^LTL^vj 
" rhythmical clarity (in poetry) which is capable of 
playing a special role in political practice." J.80 
"Blessed be that which fdJ>^^^^^6o^'^~Ul'i^<C^^^/^^J}^''^^^=^^/''^^^=^\r 
^<^lf(j:t^v(X'U^(c^(Zlhas not come" 
This is the wedding without an end, In a boundless courtyard, 
This is the Palistinian wedding: Never will lover reach lover 
Except as martyr or fugitive. what year did this grief begin? 
It started in that Palestinian year without end. J.81 
c;ir^^<7/Jl^2_(^vj^/c/^>LP£Gl 948-1966)^j/J^); 'J^ 
182-L fJ l ^ lL ' i ^ ' ( /V ' ' ' t r J^^L ( i ^A£( / I ^Ju / - ( / J^ (y6^ 
"Myfather"f^I/J^vJij:r.1966J>lvyL(/!/c/^»/l^^iJl^^>ll^ 
My father once said: He who has no homeland 
Has no^grave on earth; And forbade me to leave! J.83 
^ O'i^y^'^J^-^^^/J- wiS ^ U ^ ^ (Trojans)/?^y-i^)^ ' 1 ^ . ^ ^ Jl^y J^L L ij)^>\/'A 
^t>v^OUvL^>Lrj^uJlV^i>SS>;(X'yir^(Ulysses)(/^(^^^^ 
JJi 
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"Participation from within the pJ i>wf fy j^U-^ i l (Moin Basisu)ri^-c;^2^L^jv^j>^ 
j^.2lvLi^\/oj/j,Li\Na\\6 al-Halis)(yi^(V^-Lr siege: letter to an Israeli soldier" 
^(Kafr Qassim),^l?/C(Dayr Yass[n)c/^yj^{SS^^l^S'7Jf/^(^l^0s^\^"dir^'(^--^> 
7 % ^ ^ fiJjH JC^L;cj:! i4/«:^U>U[//j/ l/hi Jl>^ jt J\j,\Sd^ (Qatr alnadi)"(ivt>'/ 
"I may be a poet, but the tragedy and the amount of 
Palestinian blood which has been shed is greater by far 
than any poem can express or even comprehend J,84 
Ji/d^^.^/j^j^L/>^.:f^3Ji ( iu A l^ (/(J j / y ^ c / V £ JhiiJ^ij}^^ iS^jy^^.^O^^J CT-f' 
110 
{liJj^\{jj^{j/\>^S^^y^^iJ^^i^-<i-J^^^SL/^"The path of affection"/^" 
>4 Jr ^(/(?: i^ ^ ( i j ( / / / j j ( ; Uj^ >^<f ( j ^ i ^ ! / i / ^ ^ 
111 
:I95 "-^bb.w^l 
Jj^^^\/3^Loh/l^jL"Slit ups'-^ cTL/'i-L/b/Lvy/i^  Jv^(/( j:::^*Zl J"' 
"I would have liked to tell you the story of a nightingale that died I would have 
liked to tell you the Story. Had they not slit my lips." J.96 
112 
(^Z_y:fCuyj^JLl^Zluy^li^yIjj^^'i^ fejL^iyyljj^iJuyJ^iy 
^98 0(ij>(r^uy>^>/iru^J^>^/ui^ 
4i.c^(/^i>c^iC?'^i:jJ^z:uyv/>^vi:<(3L?y^X^ 
113 
114 
203 "i^uCbi^^uyil/^^^LK^iai 
^(pi^^l (JJJ:J<£^>? JLyCl/( 6W-?d A-Vrl^ J^-^^'-^(J^-^ V * ^ ^ iJjf/i-' (J^'c/t^ 
115 
^05 ^i::^>7»>-)>i;y(/u ^ v i ^ \p^^LipJ^ 
ju/cusj^i^cii- '^c/ '^dt//tAf t A y Jjy^ LC=^JJV /^^  t>r Jr^i^/iyjji ^ /J C/J iru J'>»^ d' 
116 
^jiiJo!^\^^^/i: i>C4yji>/*i_x •'c^-^/Jx-'^ii/^ 
^^  w^ Ji/^c^y i;^>-LO''(J^ c '^>ir (^iAv '^i/'^ v4^^ 
"If a woman decided to commit iierself to this piiase of 
the revolution (guerilla activity) it meant the final break 
with the past and relegating her private life and desires 
to a secondary position."207 
^^<^^i/(/.^"c;l^"(^cru^L^lrl;^Li/^.^^ 
208 J'/.ji\^L^ji\('^\ J'/.ji\ 
^L^^/;i^^^j£"j4c'£^!/o^'tLrju/"^JLrii>-^(X 
117 
straying away in flight, Cutting its Patli; 
Away from roads, straying away. Cutting a path.^11 
"The contemporary palestinan poetry of occupation," 
signals the danger that threatens to abort the literary 
history of Palestine. After all, the literature is 
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'Palestinian', and unfortunately this national definition 
has become the rationalization for the lack of any 
objective study or criticism of the literature which is in 
itself a source of national pride, a symbol as well as a 
means of resistance. The Palestinians have been able 
to meet many challenges in their struggle for existence 
and the challenge of an honest and constructive 
criticism is a mere footnote in their long and arduous 
struggle." a i 2 
v>^-=^/Uji^U/(c^i^vj^. 1 9 7 5 ^ . 1968.1^ (^ (JS^^  
L;yyi^ff!P(/(<:'t^(i/'ij-i^trif/''j>4^y'/^^ 
^ * 
l _ i i / ' i i y ; T t : / > l / ' £ _ k . £ j / c ^ j ^ U ^ i : j ^ i r o / . ; ^ j 2 l c ^ 
"June extends to her a bridge 
As though June were a new book, erasing all books before."^14 
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"For the poets of the Palestinian resistance, however, 
the situation looms critical, warranting a rethinking of 
poetry's role and relevance in the struggle." ^ 17 
hj^ 223 U^c^ijy^ir4^(jyyir:>cf^yj)J>f>byUf 1907ijyS^'iiA'^(jj^/Ji/'c^'v^'^ 
120 
"It is impossible to fix a definite date at which Modern 
Persian literature may be said to have begun. Probably 
Persian converts to Islam began to write some time 
in the eight century of our era.";219 
"It is very generally assumed, however, that in Persian, 
as in Arabic, verse preceded prose." ^ 20 
221 "-J>f 
"The combat and battle scenes as pictured in Shah 
Nama can very favourably be compared with the great 
Greek classics Iliad and Odessy. Firdausi has 
outmatched Homer, his Greek counterpart, in this vital 
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department of epic poetry." ^ 22 
224 " « ^ 
( i^ i^L/ i^cr j>>-L^2L^yl /^JVuLi lGl 126-11 ^  
£^7 ibXt i ; 'S2->^ j i fy j f ( / ( j i ^£^y iVvV"/ t /^^( /^^ 
•.^j\}(j{f\^. Arberry)(X^y'L2—^1 
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"If Honour lies within the lion's jaws, Go, greatly dare, 
seek Honour in that place; Strive after grandeur, 
Riches, Ease, Applause, or manly meet Disaster face to 
face." ^29 
"His (Firdausi's) patriotism and partisanship for all 
things Persian, though standing at the peak of 
perfection, is not based on self-worship or 
narrow-mindedness or xenophobia, His only hostility is 
for evil and wickedness. He loves utterly the whole of 
human race; his compassionate heart bleeds for every 
man who is unfortanate or afflicted. He never rejoices 
over the unhappiness of any one, even if he be an 
enemy. He does not despise or belittle any people or 
party; he does not show hatred or malice towards any 
community." 230 
"It is this very nationalism Firdawsi a nationalism 
that penetrates to deepest fibres of his heart that is at 
work here, and that Firdawsi, glorying in his national 
pride, is out here deliberately to avoid all alien heroes 
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and alien standards of heroism, tiien the remarkable 
appropriateness of the similes begins to dawn." J.31 
: ^ ^ ^ ; / ( R e u b e n Levy)Jiji!c/:yv.. 
"The idea of patriotism and nationality, which are the 
result of imported Western education, have led to the 
glorification of any works like the Shah-nama which 
contain elements of national interest."^32 
:^i>l^c/V^A^'V(Claud F\^\^)j^'-i^^ulc^jI^/j\^\^Oik^^^^/ 
"In many cases the poets became merely pensioned 
panegyrists. The vanity of the rulers and the greed of 
the poets often degraded poetry to the level of mere 
flattery of despotism." 233 
c/ 'yiLL/j /^ iru.>-/uJ/ry^/VU3r£Tf'Vt^ 
235 " - t^2?;( / ( /^VTJby£.^ I^J i r*p l rUjc^^ j^^^ 
:Jj2;Zl(Waiz Lall)JiiiJ^/j-^t3l 
"He (Saib) looked at things in a new way, and put them 
into a new poetic form. Outward objects and 
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philosophical ideas increased in their content and 
meaning, and acquired a new thrilling power in his 
odes." ^36 
J ^ . t r / a / ^ ' i / l ^ ( / ^ iJ l > ^ J^j l^  »^ y^  ^ 
Man's struggle is to hold the reins of life, 'Breathe in 
tranquillity', is the constant counsel of the wise. Life is 
destruction when the reins are taken from reason's 
hand. Saib, pour not forth thine honour [ l i t . 
water,(lustre) of face] for the sake of bread For the sum 
of honour is the water of life. ^37 
"The court-poet frankly wanted and wrote for money. 'If 
thou will give me a thousand part of what Rudagi 
obtained from the bounty of kings, I will produce poetry 
a thousand times as good,' said Shaykh Abu Zarra 'a 
al-Ma' marl of Gurgan to his patron."^38 
"Freedom of action and speech were willingly sacrificed 
to uphold, or rather reintroduce, Persian customs and 
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traditions and poets sighed no more for the oxus' sands 
but for minted gold." J39 
(/y i j / ^ / ^v^ l (:Jty ^ ^ / U J J I ^yy ^ ^t/l J t l/JJjy t^ly I ^ / ^ ^ ir'ji::7l^L/'-l^ (^558-530) 
>j^^LLr.[/ij^\y\Ld^6/^U'-^fj^<^\J^J^6A''^^^6j'^'{^^>^ I^(f1848-1896) 
JlJLv^OiiXl^^ ir8l>u/>^/y^t-t4:i'<'^(^ 1896-1906)9l>c/>^//^^ 
£ c:> /^i^  (/(y JI^£ (A^ r>v; L//U>^Z ^  ^v/> /^^ ^ 
L;iryvi>My'(j:tGi9i4-i9i8)Ji/f<:'tjSaj/jyC^/i^»^^ 
UJl/l i ^ U^y A^l UJTJVC/^I^ Lv*:-j^U (Tcf^ C l^y I j:J G 1 9 3 9 - 1 9 4 6 ) ^ < ^ 
Lfuv^ir '^7i£c.UljU((j^(^^t£>^^li?*l(j:r.1936J>fJ^(^,^^^ 
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j,i Jlyt j>A L r V ( / c ' / j ' y ' /Ht - ^ J\> Ut uJh L.y. Jut Jf L J^.,J^ {f>jf!^ 
j)\L,i^J^hut ^W\/'\^Jj^ (iff UJC 1979(iV^4 J v^d'/ l ^ (i^'r^"^ U^^^^ 1979.(i^ ;^ 1 &• 
( / .1907b| ; r i ^A^Ul^ /^^J>^ '^^ iy^ f ' / t3 ' / ' - - ^^ -^ t> '»V- /c^^ 
l->f/>t£ (j:t f 1857-^ ^  ^ Z t^ //y I cJOi t : ^ i : Jl>4^ (^ ^ j O^ (X'J^'^^ ^ ^^ ^ 
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129 
:/tU^l^^^ili(/y)y^JJ:ll/Te;)/yl/l^^ 
130 
o)-fjyu/l^ f^i^{jjfj^^0)^y .=^.jhj^G{SicJfL- \j^^ycA~c~7^'^Ji^h '^ CITJ'--^' 
:^(i.^b 
131 
1_ ^ yic £^^ iL/c/ j^ (//Af^/i: 1^ 1^  «L / juy (/c.ttr-7 LTU £^ Zl ^ ^ i ^ ^ ( ^ *L// i / / 
132 
^69 o^di^oJ^iJi^^-f"^ 
272^tlJj^^/^^i/l'U>^)6'V>->^^c^'(^^->^'>Ifi%<<^>^ 
"Dakhaw (Dihkhuda) is probably the youngest and the 
most remarkable of them... the versatility of his 
genius is illustrated by two of his poems." 273 
133 
jiid-^/'L^^SiiS(Reza Baraheni)(^UU>,»>l;x>l^l^cic3'(i5yjb.tp!^l^2l'J^U'c^! 
Azudi is just like Genghis Khan when he walks 
he walks on a pile of fresh corpses the Khan did not clean his teeth either 
the Khan also belched the Khan did not take off his boots either Azudi 
has shattered the mouths of twenty poets today ^76 
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288 ^L>TJ/ ^'ItrL/zL^L/J/ 
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291 JfL-J^Jd'-J^J ^> fZ- l l ^ 
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!t^^^(^>^L^LJU(jty^lfU^/^^(^j>Y^'^J^^ 
yrvii(i/(^.Jvi>^tx-'^C>r'^2lj^(/ciU''6yU-^w=>^^Jc)t^*4/-/^ 
138 
(j-v (jlf ( / / o ^ l / oO^ i l UVI^  i^/w^OI l^ c.1^ 7 t3u!)y:f .^C^lc/^i^ c^J^i/^J''. - L / ^ i / / 
139 
c^^i(j:!l_ jy(i><L(/6/^(j:t(i/l>^>u'(/(/y^l>j^ 1851-1927)cJLy,(^ 
-i^jij (3L> rjjjf U ( / v i i - i c . / ^ (f 1867-1915)c.A^y/i>^y-jj ^ >-r'/t3-''>>f-^ J^i^ 
- ^ L ^ L y j v j l ^ / j H ; c . ( y i Z l l / 7 ^ ^ ^ f 1919^ f 1850 
£J1^lZl.1870vil/0/^/>186oJ>fJi?^L^/(iy>y^g>l•l.Ji]^'U!?^ZZlLr^^ 
(pc.U(/Lr^~^i'*i^(3C(Sc'J'^4^^J^if^^i923^fi920-<>f;^^ 
f 1923/ifi^u---1> 1<: J t j^ ji?4 £^ ( / U J Ji Jij::: ^ ^ iv^y j^ l*^yy i ^ ^ 
'c</i;i^ifc<7(vL/fc^(>5fCi;ivy«Ci^jiJfCit^ij^ifc<'yii^c^ifiy^^ 
iT^Vj^LTj^^Ai ^ L/£ (i/L> (/y LTVI^  l>y£ ^ ^ 
(3l^vj£l.1930viif 1915 299 - ^ l / ' ' c ^ a t ( / l ( ^ ; 7 ( | j / J ? ^ L ; ; i a i " / w T i ^ i » : » - ^ l r / 
l,.^jUt>y('y£^i^^f1935-^J^(/>^(i>>i>(jSu^lJV>'^ 
140 
(/ui(/c^y;^jy^i(';ijy:Jy?uL;^^^zi^u^yL/^^ 
141 
L^b4(/^(jfX^iL;:::vjj>L/i(j:t"lt is great to be alive my friencl"J^tilc>j^'t-c3H/'(/ 
<il"Human Landscape in my coun\vj"^\J\jt[j\j)3Cj^J\\f^Si^[j\^2QjtMs:6\>^/ 
142 
£y^^U.LJ i r : f L^ ' ' u ; r ^ r j ' j : , ^ " ^ l ( / ^ 
-^J^fjUy^L^iTLCu^l^LrjyU'lsJvjX^lJ. 
143 
6iJL^ -l/^ L;>*( r t P j l ^ ^ l ^ t/ivjL £.>? '£j/o:^(;^J: i\^^>LjJt\ L^ G1913-75) 
The Agony of .^lX(X'-^/^^^^(/^(?l^%^JirirTuc5^*^i7i^^ 
144 
uy^^;^(/v/J12-^Zli^L;f^>5yB4;^Jl^^c^;vX'^(J^c<''-
(/J>-^ j i jy J(^^ [/i> J^i/c^ c^i^/fL ifij^i^f L >i 
:(Buckner B. Trawick)J^(y-(j-70-^>^'-f-L^''P/(iV-'' 
"It was not till the nineteenth century that Russia 
produced a literature worthy of becoming part of the 
world's cultrual heritage." J13 
(Prince x-i-cil^tj!^'V<(J^vi.l^c3j'/5j^ir>J?(j:Jv^V'^13-(i^jUT^ 
145 
(Gavril uyjj)Jji^j)i{M\[<.ha\\ Lomonosov)^>^jyyJ'fe:^Antioch Cantemir) 
ci^-f-(3^c^l/(^(i/lP^(/(^ 1709-1744)/iLcJl^6|!^V'-^>^^^^^ 
146 
J18 £ . l^d t^K:^XJ l / ' '/:^L>u.(3ljr>Zlcli;ivjl . ^Af | -^ l j j ^ l i j ) ( / l 
.c/*^l,(/L^lrT^t^(f1783-1852)(/jy^Xi?^£L:Jji;:^(j:!c>^y^^^ 
147 
(/^ ^ c/^'(j:i iJUiiZl J^(y-L .^><l/lir^ ^(>v(j:! UJ J Ji G1799 
(/<(>^>^c/^c^2Lc.bL:^tyL^c<^(j/l>^i^20 -l/ 'The Byron of Russia"ciyL^(i/L^ 
No, not for worldly agitation Nor worldly greed, nor worldly strife. 
But for sweet song, for inspiration. For prayer the poet comes to life. J22 
:l^l/Lf'^i-(Plekhanov)jyi^-lf>fc<l?>c>jr'^;)>^^V<^J^'^>*^^ 
"there was a time when he (Pushl<in) did not believe in the theory of the art for 
art's sal<e. There was a time when he did not avoid strife, in fact, was eager 
for it. This was the period of Alexander I. At that time he did not think that the 
"people" should be content with the whip, dungeon and rack. On the contrary, 
in the ode called "Freedom", he exclaimed with indignation: 
Unhappy nation! Everywhere Men suffer under whips and chains, 
And over all injustice reigns, And haughty peers abuse their power 
And sombre prejudice prevails."^23 
^j b J1:C< J( Jlp-'i^ ^ >( / .=^/* i i ' ( /y^J^ (Decemberists) j y ^ 
A~Jli//^f\fijJy^Lj\u^S^^\:)'^^C''^o the Poet"J/y-L5j-yv^i"The Rabble" 
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^25 ii<^\fM(^/ij^/j\ ii^\f4j^L(^jj^J\ >i^ri_/./Jij^(iciU/' 
cAlif "^Lri ^  (/I (j:!. 1827-^ b /dU (j:! U^C/^vj 41 ^ ^ i ^ t^^ 
"Pushkin was the Russian Adam. What Dante and 
Petrarch did for Italy, the giants of the seventeeth 
century for France, Lessing, Schiller and Goethe for 
Germany Pushkin did for us." J27 
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"A violent poem attacking the courtiers who permitted 
Pushkin to be Killed (1837) caused Lermontove's frist 
exile to Caucasus for about a year, and a duel with the 
French ambassador's son caused a second exile to 
the same region (1840). The following year he himself 
fell in a duel caused by an insult to a fellow officer. 
Influenced by Sehiller, Byron, and Shelley, Lemontov 
is the poet of a soul in revolt against despotism, 
against any sort of restrictions on individual freedom, 
against the ugliness and shallowness and emptiness 
oflife."J29 
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>^ l CJU c^l^'cf 01803-1846) j / ( i > ^ / l ^ Jy/uii^jj C^Li-Z^l^ly c^l/cf^^ 
^31 c^^^jy4^(f6/: 
l5^cu>^(/c.^i/(ji (j/l>(XL/'-t^ 1^ ^ 1/J^l^»4-?^ U^^JdKf 1821 -1878) J ^ ^ 
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:^U%i^i_(Alexander Fedeyev)^r~4'>-ii:>? '^ 
"It is true that a mastery of the socialist outlook of the 
proletariat, which is, historically, the most progressive 
and revolutionary outlook, is essential for every artist 
who wants to give progressive expression to the ideas, 
hopes, interests, feelings and passions of the new 
society." J34 
"In every national literature, socialist realism provides a 
solution of the specifically national problems facing it, 
and at the same time it takes its place on equal terms 
among the common problem-areas that go outside 
national frameworks." J35 
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"As soon as the helm of history turned, and the triumphant avalanche of the 
revolution began to rumble over all the plains of the former empire, Bryussov 
abruptly broke with the old and lived to the end of his days with the revolution. 
Earlier yet, when the intelligentsia turned its back on October, Bryussov wrote 
a bitingly sarcastic "invective" addressed to the "comrades intellectuals" He 
fully understood the historical necessity of the new order, and how inevitable 
was its triumph: 
Though losses drive us for a little To darkness, cold, defeat and dearth: 
No, not in vain the Hammer and sickle Blazons its emblem o'er the earth^37 
(X-» JuCx>T^ jfjL ^\j\^\ l / ( i / l ^ \f\/ cT (Alexander Blok)Ji JJ>'^S U^f^ 
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"The only salvation for the arts was for them to beconne rooted in the people. 
The silence of the people is particulary terrifying since it threatens the writer 
with loss of identity. One's own voice begins to mingle with the voices of one's 
close neighbours with the result that faces and souls begin to resemble one 
another like in a tavern." J39 
"The objective poetry deals directly, not with the 
thoughts and feelings of the poet, but with the outer 
world of passion and action."^41 
(/(lu>?u 12i;i/yjy J/12 Zl cK iv^ i^ J ^ c^ 
U^C^lil"12"-L^2£/ciL/4'v-'^^i/'^-''L^lr>^^J^^ 
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"The impression made by Blok's poems was 
tremendous. With extraordinary poetic force they 
reflected the temper of the first Bolshevik phase." ^ 44 
t • • t •• I 
"It is hard to say, which is the more repulsive: the 
bloodshed or the idleness, boredom or vulgarity all of 
which carry the titles The Great War', 'the War of the 
Fatherland', 'The War for the Liberation of the 
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Oppressed Peoples' and how many more? No, 
under this emblem we shall liberate no one." J45 
J>f J></jy>4 J/lA J u (/c^/(/U cfwi^ (^ "Lam 
"The Intelligentsia and the ^:)/^-^\S\/f^\)c.i<[f'^^y^/\>y\/^\f^S\J\^J\^ 
:l/lX^Ji^wJli^Zluy^vJU^i^jiyOy/ifij:!: Revolution" 
" "Why do the people befoul the treasured estates of 
the landowners? Because peasant girls were 
raped here, and thrashed: if not at this landowner's, 
then at his neighbour's. ^ 46 
J47 "-iL^f^l^i ic^yi lL/ ' i-^^vb^.l/ ' / l^c^ 
^48-LAj/X:!('(>»ilL/;U-^Ovvr^vLrC^/^^ 
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JJ.2lJvb~4,^JZlJ/L^^^|^0L^^*|^23^yl^(J;vJuucffyi^ 
"We 're realists too But not ruminant cattle Sticking in domesticity. 
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We 're all in the future, all in battle for communism, 
brilliant with electricty."J53 
:t{?>'(>(^v(Slonim)^j»bj/(Reavey)^yv-l/tlfs::</Z(jyj(^(i/^^^ 
"Mayakovsky made his mark in Russian poetry in 
those years of battle when the poet's role was to rouse 
men to battle or to celebrate victories. Subsequently, 
he devoted his raucous voice and great inventive 
talent to the service of Revolution, and to his very 
death he continued apostrophizing all the wrongs of 
the day. He wished to turn literature into a kind of 
social function."^54 
:^C^(lssac Deutsher)/yjJyTi^^fZ^yJyT 
"The revolutionary's duty was to live in order to 
struggle. This seemed so plain and elementary a 
truth that Mayakovsky's sudden "withdrawal from the 
battlefield" was in our eyes almost a blasphemy. But 
it was more than that i^t was a disturbing 
enigma." ^55 
"I am made of metal", it means he must have a 
cast-iron head. But this is not at all one and the same 
thing. Beneath this metal armour in which the whole 
world was reflected there beat a heart that was not only 
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passionate, not only gentle, but fragile and very 
sensitive to pain." ^56 
i ^ (Bogdanov)^y(>^-^ If L/1/L ^ c^iyi Ji^i/jf Zl^>yr ^ i / t r ^ 4 l ^li>5i J ^ 
"Mayakovsky's call for the destruction of all past art, 
summarized in the slogan burn Raphael: the 1928 
decree of the Bolshevik Party Central Committee that 
literature must serve the interests of the party."^58 
But I mastered my impulse and crushed underfoot 
the throat of my song. J59 
"The poet won't have a leg to stand on. The poet will 
either give up writing altogether or treat poetry as a job 
demanding a great deal more hard work. If poetry is to 
obtain higher qualifications, if it is to flourish in the 
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future, we must give up isolationg it from all the other 
aspects of human toil as light work."^60 
Keep in step with the revolution. jl^L/2_uJ^u-^l/s£5^wIi_bX//(j'l><r 
On the march, about turn. 
"it isn't enough to execute an about on the march. The drill must be carried out 
strictly according to the rules of street fighting, with the telegraph, the bank, 
and the armouries being seized and handed over to the workers in revolt. 
Hence: 
Eat your pineapples. Gobble your grouse. 
It is nearly all up with you, bourgeois louse!"^61 
"Mayakovsky stood out as the mighty voice of the 
street. The poetry of Mayakovsky is poetry in action. It 
is a hailstorm of sharp arrows shot against the enemy. 
It is devastating, fire-belching lava. It is a trumpet call 
that summons to battle." J62 
(jf^vL£(/((HenriArvon)d^^/(i/r-l^(j>^l>Jl>4^lJi^4£/^(r!/L^^^ 
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"Mayakovsky, at once a revolutionary and a lyric poet, does not hesitate to 
walk the streets in order to acquaint the public with his "products". He does his 
utmost to aid the Revolution, reciting propaganda poems, writing and singing 
satirical songs anywhere and everywhere." J63 
"c^Lt^u^L^^Ui/ j jv^j /v^iu. iP' i i^c^V/L^CImagist)^^^ 
iXu^jlJ'J>l^-[A^vj ( / ^ j y t (/(/lu^lPLI^o^^ 
(j^U,^l<;Jj/wp^w-^/(Boris Pasternak)wC^V>'^>y^Zlc.lJ^(/(/^Uy;>(c^Vj^-tlf 
Z_y^y^y / ;u / i l L// (Slonim)^>'y^/ (Reavey)*;^yy-*j^ trl^/c:;U ^ ^'y.^'/. jt UiJ^j^v 
"A revolutionary in poetry, Pastrenak does not venture 
on political rhetoric, and throughout preserve a great 
independence of mind and the integrity of his verse. He 
is one of the very few contemporary poets who have 
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achieved a fine balance between intellect and emotion 
and who can satisfy both the mind and the heart. 
Communist critics still attack him for his aloofness. But 
Pasternak remains the most considerable living Soviet 
poet. J66 
j ^ - / j i j i ^ :> c^ £ it y^ j ^ w ip*( i ^ (//L/>^( »:>ijL -^^  ^ f O i ; j / ^ c ^ 
"As early as at the time of the imperialist war, he had 
intellectually broken away from the old world and 
had consciously risen "above the barriers." The 
bloody hash, the huckstering barter of the bourgeois 
world were profoundly loothsome to him, and he 
"seceded" ^67 
" Who has given us a number of profoundly sincere 
revolutionary pieces." J68 
^c/'-^-^(Party Orgnisation and Party Literature)"X-/64^i>(^S64"^d^ 
"The main purpose of "Party organisation and Party 
Literature was to establish the socialist ideal of free 
literature, openly linked with the masses and with the 
ideas of socialism, and opposed to bourgeois literature 
intended for the bored "upper ten thousand." J69 
(Alexander J%j?>^>?''(Demyan Bedny) j i : c J l ^ JL^c^^>^^ :> J ^ ( / i / ; : U ^ 
(llya selvinsky)Lr>'^LJi'(Svetlov)uJ>V(Eduard Bagritsky)(j%yjii ' Bezymensky) 
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"To adopt a political terminology, one can speak here of 
a "union of the working class with the peasantry under 
the hegemony of the proletariat". This is the intellectual 
axis, the dominant key, the regulating principle of 
"social meaning" of his poetry." J70 
t / ^ Jc;^J'^ fj^ ^^ "Main street" / 
Lfj>r-f_jbJ^ir;UiJlP^lJO^^jl^vj(c^j>j;^(^urL^/l^t^tU Prospect)-
(j"'j (^ Jy^jycuTc^U^wJil^il (Tendencious poe\ryY\S/\>6^"^^^^^^ 
J>\^L (Beranger)>^>; ji\ (Barbier);^vL .(Heine)^L ^(Freiligrath) J\A}\ff.^\p 
i i - iU(#J^(/( /( /^ci feSi£(Komsomol) '^ct-Wl^( iyy(:>^L^^ 
-^(/ lr /^c^J^//vj/ct: t(r(/ .Cirt^^crLrU-^-^V^ of Opanas"^Lf 
4 1 ^ 1 (j : ! ; l^T^l v ^ j ^ (/^L (/u^ (^'-l^/l^ ji'^v ^  y^^ «^C (^^Uy ^>(ij l^ 
( j ^c i i j ^^ l "The twain"Jl>(/c^i/(j:;c5/t>(Xj>V-^ULU^ 
Comrades, enough! Cast your eyes wider! ^71 
Uj:! j>^c^L^"Army Commander"vj("Ulalyaevshchina"j:!(j>^yj(iir(/(j^^ 
(i7vy(/>^i7?-(^J'l>"PaoPao">ji"Pashtrog"L^^l^ULl/LrLrLi::i^lfl^^ 
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"Twelve J'^ J^c^\id^6/^^'^b^;>^<C^:^j)^JL,^V/Jo/-^l/Lt^^\^-z6// 
"Ballad of the Soldier on leave"4^.4i^L/''-tif'2Ly^t^Zlc.^^l?->:>iCirl.v(i'Ballads" 
J V t O ; / / " B a l l a d of Nails"v^r'Death of the ^sQhXeflM^-^r'^^^/^^^'^-
"If nails could be made of these people free, 
The strongest nails in the world they'd be" J72 
- f I d'9 .^^ ^>t Lfd/t^li l^ ^ -»'J-lf"'-^ ^ ^ ' - ^ ' - c / i / l ^ OrthodoxflH;^ w^( /c^^ t^^ 
:^tf^jt^"To them"^lXi,'til(jr0^iP*L^C^o^k5 
Your weapons melinite, panic and provocations; 
Ours certainly, Leninism, Literacy, electrification ^73 
• • • 
"We laugh triumphant in our scorn: A broken knife's no good for work. 
Yet with this black and broken knife Immortal pages have been cut. J74 
9^;^Jy/-^(j lrc^(^(/uy^vcri/^i/ '(A^"The horses"(^jjy^B^ii^£yb^icJi 
"Wars thunder, kingdoms collapse, revolutions ferment. 
The face of the earth is changing. Labouring men battle 
and conquer. Let us glance at the world. We shall see 
the waves of the proletariat seas grey with rage, the 
black Fascist clouds and the red lightening of the 
storm-bird of Revolution, laughing above the clouds. 
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and convinced that the clouds will not blot out the sun! 
No, no; they cannot blot it out! ^75 
"Let the storm burst and rage! We shall do our work." ^76 
Jijj:j^bj)tb/"t>iirJ^''/o^i^(/'^Jj^(j:i(i/l>4'^^^ 
(/( j i '^C^77 -^/t)^.^>/L^lPVOl918)"lnonia",>^i/c/^--Lf^j>4(j:ri,^ylJy 
^'"Tavern Moscow" '"The Black man" '"Pugatchev"uy^I/i/(y>^t/»>^l?>6'c.U/a5 
"ijij"^6 (Andrei Biely) cfe (j^'T, ji^s^ J^ty^^j\>/^ ^^/^k ^ ( / ' ^ l^^i ( / (3 ' /^ 
:(^.:>^>(V^U/^>^Zl(Russia) 
"Flame? flame, elemental, fiery, In pillars of thundering fire: 
O Russia, my Russia, O Russia, Rage madly, rage and consume me." J78 
(/y(^^>If^_(yC/"L;t^j'(/jv"(/i^(Maximilian Voloshin)cryj^ 
"The midnight waters have swollen And the fury of hurricane crowds 
Brings crashing imperial pillars And shatters the ancient vaults ^79 
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/ujlJ^J^^.:>^i/jii^\i:^'iUt"S-^ii^"(^'^Lr^~'^i>/^ Tsvetaeva) 
>rw:^.L(/u^*J''J>fJi^(:;AJ?ii(>fjjyT^jvLc^'Xarabash"f^^^^ 
"Ushakov, a young proletariat poet of primarily lyrical 
nature, but with a "Socialist" ideology and a style 
evolved from Mayakovsky. ^ 80 
«/V"(iji;T"z^(Leonid Martvnov)^yyvl>^-Lrc^(/^ i i^^J^y: i / (3 l-^ ' tV:) i^L^2LU 
:UC4 
"At last it's clear to me What's meant by being free. 
And so an obligation lies to me, 
A free bird now, no bonds or chains or strings Get free." ^81 
"Art used to ignore life and its spectrum never reflected 
the colour of the flag on the town's fortress." ^82 
"The colour of the banner is everything in poetry. It is the colour of the soul, 
and the so-called soul has yet another embodiment art." J83 
/ : ^ jU^ ' ^y ( / ( j r ( / ^ ' ^ / ( j yJ i j / ( / ^ i7 j i i :>? iLJy^ ' ^ : ^^ 
i^u^i-(/4i/t>^^(j:tcjai:j/^y;i^j/i^yI::.iJi>cJii^^^ 
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"Communism is truly and entirely revolutionary because it 
has made its aim the eradication of the class society." J84 
"Every thing in the name of man for the good of man."^85 
Zl"^T!jj:V"^li((/^l>JJix,^i/B:,jL^/l^(Concentration Cav(\^)^J'-J^'^^\ut^7. 
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-l^/t> j ^ l f iy W J U B j - ^ w^  iPivji ul^U J^^^ 
"Martial poetry expresses hatred of the enemy, it at the 
same time extols the devoted courage of soldiers, their 
readiness to die for their country, their nation, etc."^90 
(JLZl(Aiexandr Solzhenitsyn)cr(i;^^y-jk'^^ji^Jh/^jyjX^Lc^i/jt{j/\>^ij 
^lif^^ZlV L.^AyLo^'^ LLL.iLl^f^ 
>;>Z1L/L^L/2^(>^ ' ' l -^yU'"Go Keep Me from Going Mad"f^cft/cl>v>^^'t^ 
To write! to write now, without delay, 
yes, tight is the circle around us tautly drawn. 
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But my verses will burst their bonds and freely roam 
And I can guard, perhaps, beyond their reach, 
In rhythmic harmony this hard-won gift of speech. J92 
^iJx>l^/^^\J^M^,J^S^/\ii''^\fij\j'{j^j:ic^^iy'^3^^^ 1976 
(N a d i n e /j/dA -^ P ^ ^ / c ^ - / t ^^t^ Jl^\ ^ V u T i / ^ ^ L^_l^  j^fxK^ 
:Jj^ZlGordiamer) 
"Any government, any society_ any vision of a 
future society that has respect for its writers must 
set them as free as possible to write in their own 
various ways, in their own choices of form and 
language, and according to their own discovery of 
truth." ^93 
bvtrl J.l^c.>^i^(jy;tyil 943y/'99/l> JV^^ '«>f ^Cf^^(^1923-1943)1^^^^ 
J) 
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"The artist is the son of his people and a tiny particle of 
the human race. He sees the highest honour and the 
highest freedom in serving the people." J99 
^l,i/ '(/i i^(Johannes R. Becher)Ji'^Au^\S'./\>iyf/~.6/J^\^^}^h^'^iAJj3i^^iy 
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"When we speak of socialist realism and when we 
struggle to arrive at a definition, we should not 
overcomplicate and so confuse the issue.'I^OO 
On wings rise bravely High above your time 
And fainty in your mirror May the future dawn. ^01 
:^ l?/(Leon Trotsky)(/iyU^^L4-^c^l'T 
"History does not offer the proletariat a choice of ways. 
The stubborn, unabated erupting and re-erupting, 
creeping revolution is clearly approaching the critical 
moment when, having mobilized and trained all its 
forces in advance for combat, the revolution will deal 
the class ememy the final mortal blow."402 
(Johannes Becher)/'tr^U'^'j>U'^'i i j /(Julius Fucik)^ji(/6?^^v>:bi(/(ji/t^jL^j( 
(Vladimir "^.//^i^i^Ul "^^ ( i ^^ 0^(^/J>^. J^^ ^ 0^/^ c>>i.br<-5 ij\il\ J L . ^^y. 
•.ji:^Ut/^j'\M>i^i\dl>l^\j\^f^Lj\j)\ Shcherbina) 
"The unity of revolutionary struggle and patriotic 
traditions, the closing of the popular ranks around the 
democratic ideals of socialism, and the affirmation of 
political activity and collective responsibility produced 
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the literature of the Resistance, linked with the names 
of Julius Fucik, Nikola Vaptsarov, Johannes Beches, 
Bertold Brecht, Anna Seghers and Paul Eluard."403 
yi'cii^*'<LLesya Ukainka>i'FrankOfShevchenko(ji/L>Zl(^'y^ii^<c_[^'^(^/(j^(i/t^ 
y^MbragimovfAini-^::-
(Ji^'yrC^'Jl>'fy!^l-|/^*^U^L>X(/Lrv-L^Z-/LC^^ Vilde, Upit 
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y Ui/31 VCC> t^ I^ lf ^LX:;! (J;!-/J(>:f2l (i/l>t^ i / i / ^ 
(/uiy(>(>T^ j1>y J c ^ i/*£ (ji L/J'jjfci/iV V u ^ ^ V1/ 
407 -^L4l/6y^(/!!^LU^w^>(/l> i^l_lf Jy^Jlf )( /c^/^^ 
B^-<i_iy;^4jJ^^(xjjirij:/^^Ti;jfy^,^i^>f(jfv^j(Jtyi?^J'i^ 
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(/i7/l>vj(^ (/"'LT/^ITX^ db-' '^^^ cJlZ-'^ 'Vt^  (/'-*r '^ V'/:liy^ ^c/44^ ^  ('(/^-i 
"Our slogan is, "Fight to defend the motherland against the aggressors". For 
us defeatism is a crime and to strive for victory in the war of Resistance is an 
inescapable duty. For only by fighting in defence of the motherland can we 
defeat the aggressors and achieve national liberation." 411 
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»4jj/Ui>r; (J?>fX./irZ-If Z bi vU^i£ ^ 4 : ^ U ' / ^ ^ / ^ l ^ > ^ ^ L/'(J^ 
c3i/< JU cft/f- tr/u/(/L/;</ (3i^'4' L/:t ^t-Ji^ JrS. u^f^ 6^/M (//Oy/V (/'^ >-t>^ 
i75 
"Revolutionary literature and art are the products of the 
reflection of the life of the people in the brains of 
revolutionary writers and artists." 4 I8 
Uif^lfl^ jt {j/\> [SJi^JJjJJWiJ^ijCy^ jyl^iljii o^7.L.\i i-fJ'Cfy uy\) ji^( 
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I^/j '(/c.f y < ( / £ c^-ly (J^>i< L^yf^ ^li>i^ ^  UUi ^ ^^ 
ii^i j^yc^5> i>/!=</i (idUiij:; ( / i j ^ ir'^ u^^ 
-$L'>(/-i^^t<(/i^01280-. 1368k J^U-^ i -Z i^X^yl^ 
421 l^l^l^wty^yi/lJi/'y jfUI^Jcj/u^D'^^'/l^^f^-^ (Jj|flyLw^X4*>'.^ 
ji^T rvjj>>^ z : ( i / i^ L^-i^ ^i/^ J[ M j[^i^ijf k/,j^ r( i / i> iyi/M L\5^^ 
vj/£>f(j'l>(j:r(//y/j^/yjc;A^yJ>f6j/4/(/«^1917(/4>-^-j^ 
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^ ^ i J U ^ ^ ^ I P V ' I ^ ^ c^t:/^>'-'^^ t>^ >'j^  (^<^^ (Ji^*'(/f^^^ 
Zl";iuifi:jr'ij:!:i925i^i/(>i?^Zl(/Li^vjV>i30^r^wiP*i>-^Z^^ 
i423-^»;ci^^l^(J-^j 
"Living under the rule of dark forces and deprived of freedom of speech, Lu 
Hsun used burning satire and freezing irony, cast in the form of essays, to do 
battle; and he was entirely right. We, too, must hold up to sharp ridicule the 
fascists, the Chinese reactionaries and every thing that harms the people. Lu 
Hsun never rediculed or attacked the revolutionary people and the 
revolutionary Party in his "satirical essay period", and these essays \Nere 
entirely different in manner from those directed against the enemy." ^24 
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^ L / ^ C (^J^  WT/LT/^  1919(/4-l^^j^-C V ' l i l J4f (A>^^ 
J>76:>/t:Ji:>btt>-fiirUJ^i^^f1927,^(/*js:(/c^e-^ 
J(>-j'(yc;y/^i£?2lv^jyr-L^A^'v(/c^'/t^t:^ 1927 
(J:?£jL^yf^l>4<j'/>1932JV'^)>rruy)>-c^(i^(j^/l^yj)jx^i>t<!jy^^ 
L;:!f1926y><CJl>;^(/l^i^>c^ir'i^Ay^r^l5?£Uiyi(J<^j(/^jl(/^-)>tv;0^^ 
--^(J(i^/iJ^c.^l>^J'UcJt(J^^1927»j-U^t^w4(3l^Jlri^ 
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429 " -^ 
(i3> L^Vy (/^v^cf'f^l/^^WL/;! wii^-^ (j/uij^ (/.ji^ r^^^u y^^/t3u^*i (/(/I j^ ivZl 
Zl ci'>t^  £ *L If V iP'Li, Z^ yCl^ . ^ >^t^; ui ( / i^ <:^  .^ IPVI>^^'^^ 
J)-iuvy (//u.j»(i5.iif !>; »_.ji s^ C/y^ i/y i>f/b^ nTc^ bu? J^ y>'/yl^  ii^*'^ > '^J^ctv '^i/i/ui!^^ 
"We oppose both works of art with a wrong political 
viewpoint and the tendency towards the "Poster and 
slogon style" which is correct in Political viewpoint but 
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lacking in artistic power. On question of literature we 
must carry on a struggle on two fronts." ^30 
"Reply to Comrade Kuo MoJo"^Swi/^jy^':^^i^{ri^^L/iJ^j^i^^^^"A 
433 " - £ 
(j:t(Red Guards);J7if>^2^(/i 434 ^^^jAi^\/jl^y{j//\j^cJ^u::(^ji/[;tj,j 
UiM J£^oUL^^l^JI at ( i / Uy^h}[\Ne\ Jingsheng)^ J^ji^c/Cc^yU^iJ't^ 
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"So when I heard Mao Zedong saying that class 
struggle still existed in the social stage of society, and 
when I heard him saying that class enemies had 
wormed their way into the ranks of the leadership, I saw 
that all the inequality and unhappiness of our society 
had been brought about by these class enemies who 
had wormed their way into the Party." ^35 
Like a dim dream recalled, I curse the long-fled past, My native soil two and 
thirty years gone by. The red flag roused the serf, haberd in hand. While the 
despot's black talons held his whip aloft. Bitter sacrifice strenghtens bold 
resolve, Which dares to make sun and moon shine in new skies. ^38 
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"Cultural Revolution was different than those which are 
being brought against the rulers or against colonial and 
imperialist powers. Cultural Revolution took place to 
weed out the capitalist or bourgeoisie forces within 
china and to replace them with proletarian social values 
enmeshed in Marxism Leninism." 439 
(/(Counter Revolution)^lP*(dj-f-^«^^^i^{d'^^'<L>7UV^^ULS^^/ 
i}^j)\J^iS\^'j\^^/jJ"(^SL\/ijj^/^{Reyo\u\:\on within a Revolution)wiPb>*)il 
^^lP*i^c^^l?-U:::(i/t>4<Gl886-^1976)*^j)%/t>y^(^4i^^l-^ 
f'/(jf^iJii^£u^>jTj^j.j^.JLlf(j:!"J^:<^Xt^ci''4'"f^^ 
i^ j^L/!w /^?"^"('tZlc>^jj4i"."6i^ i'i/uyv\wrL i^r"arl^ ^ 
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^ * 
l/l//j (^jjtf ivvU'J^i;'^ Zl ^ U: c^ ij^^J^j)\j^.)^ LTJJI; V>br li^ ij:!: v t^ '^ ' Jj' 
c)iyjj^Gl937-45)c^i/wSjli^ilcJLlfUtjc,^^(^(j:Jcii^4i>^J^ 
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J lJ^£ ^ y U JLU 9^  t ^ C^lv^V'-l^iJ^ 5/-^  L^  ^  J^'vjJ ^ /^ 1942 «^ f 1938 - ^ Irif L/^^ 
^r 'c^"<:^ l^ t^Vdl>l" i^or i . r<: /*^1948-( / /T^/^ 
Uy^j.t^iLj^^L>(j:!f1962v^i.1959u<r7'L^if'-^Jt''>J/-»J(/^^ 
J'l^(j:t ( j i^ l / i^b ^ ^ j i ' U ^ j y y ^ i / J O ^ i l us^vlf cJLIf {/01919-1976)^ 
/£/yv^(('i/^'J4(j/i>(/L/'-i/"->''^^L^>^^>*f(/^/''(^'i^^ 
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cvr^ -^^ /cfcAl/isi l/(J>(;./(/A L -^Ji/ij-'Uij:! iJ>^(ii/'-Z O^J^i/^l ^ /» j^ w5v 1984^ 
J S JV-^i^*^ U^ >^  ^ ^If lf/'< l^^  Ji^ -^ y^^ iTc^  ( / -^^ 
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"The people sing The East is red." 
And under the leadership of Mao Tse Tung the New 
springs up while the Old slowly melts away. 447 
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^ Uji>^^/i (> ITt^ d/l> ei^ f (>C<( iTJb (/. 1980-^ S6M t / f ^ cfcJl 
•.jtj;\}i\Iizhou Zhengbao-(3>T 
"Remarkable changes took place in Chinese poetry in 
the early 1980s, the trend towards modernism being 
perhaps the most note-worthy, and it was during that 
time that Western Chinese Poetry was making its way 
to the fore to stake a confident claim with its own 
inimitable blend of tradition and the new wave." 450 
V J4 ifG616-907)V^ C '^>'l^ - i^ Ut ^  !A7<: ^ UtjC-J/L^L&?'''L^ J^^ 
(j:!"Majesty"/^(i(Gl944:^VJ'Ly^>ZlJl>-^(XjJl>cy;L(/(Border Poetry)J^^^ 
Living on horseback to fight on horseback, roused 
To might of heroism by lashing winds, 
His Chest's metallic contour would confront 
The fierce oppressor's lunge. Armour glitters 
For leaning back or forward, he well knows. 
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Delineates the Craven and the brave 
He whips him at the old battle's site To demonstrate to each and every gaze 
The proper attitude of manhood, dead. ^51 
^jJ^/iSL^y^Z^/J\irfJjj^<C{Anc\ent Border Poe\.s)j3/\>{JMy^(^JJ^ y^l 
y^^\ij,j^y^\itJ'r^\{jt^tj/j.\Sj\~c^S6^UJit^A^^{^&^ Border Poetry)(i/l^ 
^ t i "E legy for an Eagle"(^Su'^-^y^6/u^b'^U^^\^^'^cP^^fy^{Zhou Tao)jfoij:* 
Eagle, this death was no end for you. 
Whose deathe should have been solemn, pure 
An aged eagle dies never in its nest^  
Nor is a brave bird's corpse food for such rats 
Only fit grave for the soarer, the vast sky alone 
Makes the brave bird's death a glorious end! 452 
c;'Ll/f t i ^ (jV'^  ^ /^tTf;'(i^C^>iW ^ f 1980 -^ l/Sl?i'*/^^^ 
Ai Qing, Ma Lihua, Mei Shaojing, Lin Ran, Chang Guo Xiaochuan, Wen T\e,ot 
J^!/"Flames of Revenge"(i/ l>v^i»^t^cJLt^J't>9y:f jYaoyuan, Zhang Deyi 
eC(jy5XviijUc^(Fred Hd\Ma)i)^>J\X}^]i^Lj\J^c,\!^jt^L^^^j\!^\hi\ 
"Lenin and radical greens, Mao and the Seattle 
Protestors combine in a broad rejectron of a western 
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hegemonic and imperialist project. Thus we hear not 
only of globalization as a form of imperialism, or 
American domination, but of the imperialism of human 
rights. Such a critique is widespread in the Third World 
and developed countries". ^453 
"The party must represent the most advanced part of 
China's economy, culture and the fundamental interests 
of the people." 454 
dj/i^^iP'(?i^ilf 1969^. 1 geeX/J^t^^^uti^v-^ji^i/c/^^ 
V * • • 
: ^ ( j l / - ^y%^^(V idya Dhar Mahajan)c^L/-(ii-(i^/l::<f-£_Ub^/Ui^iijUT 
"The Chinese side firmly supports the struggles of all oppressed peoples and 
nations for freedom and liberation and the poeple of all countries have the 
right to choose their social system according to their own wishes and the right 
to safeguard the independence, sovereignty, and territorial integrity of their 
own countries and oppose foreign aggression, interference, contral and 
subversion." ^56 
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^^Z^/s/Pycfjii^itUt(The Yenan Forum)f '>yc^l<i( i j*L^^; j l / l942cf 2 - / > t / 
"In our struggle for the liberation of the Chinese people 
there are various fronts, among which there are the 
fronts of the pen and of the gun, the cultural and the 
military fronts. To defeat the enemy we must rely 
primarily on the army with guns. But this army alone is 
not enough. Literature and art have been an important 
part of the cultural front since the May 4th Movement. 
During the ten years civil war, the revolutionary 
literature and art movement grew greatly." ^57 
Lfi c^ij^.i.) J-^ ijjiJL\r.y:[^y J^L Ujy j>L Si\j\Jj(^ ^^id'-A 945-l> l•/^ -^U 
458 Ljj^id^Loy^' ^^luyjvt/p^yii 
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L c ^ J i P i l f^liJ^-^lp^Zl ^ . l / l^/l/^l j i t ^ 1 J U 4 L ^ L 5 > ^ ^ vUl^ v^i^  
462 {J/^\^\) yijhy^<:^^\^ (/^lij» 
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(jOU>-UZ(;yTJ,^LZlw-^^l/^,l^lrlf/yl^^(-tZl(Dong Minh Hori)"c3>f^J'/JVv> 
Jy^jiSu^Jif^^U'^J^^-^Jf^U^ijy/SiMarshal Chang Fa Kwei)c3//tj^ 
:Jj^Zl(Hugh Tinker)Al/^iMl^^^J^-lfillfyi/hiH/y^l^:^ 
"He was made a prisoner, a convict, loaded with 
chains, covered in sores, put amongst the worst 
bandits, associated with the condemned, lil^e one 
dead." 467 
:L/ l . ( / l ( j :Jw^l^ i l ( jy i r ' i l ( / t r iy^Jy?«/ l945^21 
"I am a revolutionary. When I was born my country was 
a land of slaves. Since adolescence I have longed for 
its liberation. That is my sole virtue."468 
Wi;U)u/^1945/^^2 i jr'(X>f>?iZl(iji;Tt:;U^iZlf't.i<:j^Tau.vwJl^^j^>(/i 
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"All men are created equal. They are endowed by their 
Creator with certain unalienable rights, among these 
are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.... 
Nevertheless for mor than eighty years the French 
imperialists abusing the standard of liberty, Equality and 
Fraternity have violated our Fatherland They 
deprived us of all liberties. They have enforced 
inhuman laws.... They have built more prisons than 
schools Vietnam has the right to be a free and 
independent country; and in fact is so already." 469 
:^bf/:li'*c:^c<'U*^(Michael Scammell) 
"In Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, the possibilities for exile 
are strictly limited, though many have gone to the 
former colonizing country, France, and others to the 
USA." 470 
:^ ; i> f l (Fred HallidayK>yt 
"Much is made of the twin defeats of the great powers 
of the cold war in Third World conflicts with much 
weaker enemies of the Americans in Vietnam and 
the Russians in Afghanistan." 471 
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"Better death than slavery! Every where in my country 
The red flags are fluttering again. Oh what it is to be a prisoner at such a time! 
When shall I be set free, to take my part in the battle." ^72 
:u/:!:i?Ui(< (^Phan Nhuan)c/Vc^^j:^^L/^*j^(/^(X-^(J^ 
"To Ho Chi Minh the sight of suffering is a call both to 
action and to poetical expression." ^74 
475 vjiJyS.^^^-c^jy 
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"The (imperialist) war has brought mankind to the brink 
of a precipice, to the destruction of civilization, to the 
brutalization and destruction of coutless millions of 
human beings. These is no escape except by a 
proletarian revolution." ^77 
:^l>^D)ii^^"L5/^(/yT" William Allingham 
"ISLAND of bitter memories, thickly sown 
Through sad six hundred years of hostile sway, 
From Strongbow fierce to cunning Castlereagh! 
These will not melt and vanish in a day. 
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These can yet sting the patriot thoughts which turn 
To Erin's past, and bid then weep and burn." ^78 
<WJJ^y:^'i:r{^<J'Jij}Ji^^^0^\*^{:/'iJAd^O^Q^4-^902)Aubrey De Vere 
^iyj\^\d^L,cr/Jut(^i^t"The Land is 0urs"-/c^Jl?^'^>^>i'l//t/V/(/y9'-*|L. 
"In many a tawny heap and whirl, by glancing salmon track't. 
Casts down to ocean's oozy gulfs the great sea cataract, 
The land is ours! f^rom earth to sea, from hell to heaven above, 
It and its increase, and the crown and dignity thereof!" ^79 
Lnr<=^L '^- '^^ Enthusiasm^^iDisasterL>?BalladIT'c/c;:!(^ '^'The Dying Enthusiast" 
"If the problem of Ireland was to free herself from the 
dead hand of England, it is also true that during these 
years the English themselves were struggling with 
profound changes that threatened to overwhelm them. 
During these years, when Yeats write about the people 
whose life and struggles he shares, he raises them to 
the power of symbols." 480 
'•)^l-1916''yf'U'^j^l/irf-(/L/^i^X'J:l^j!4^L^'ll^^^ O^'U^ 
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:\/\Aj:;i:>7^"On Being Asked For a War Poem"^cl' l ' t^*'L^^>t'^ 
"I think it better that in times like these A poet's tongue be silent, for in truth 
We have no gift to set a statesman right." ^81 
iJd/\>S^^ 1918^. 1900ji:uc^'i^ui^.-afi;t:^jtj\j^{jiiif^^^ 
(Vinod Sena)ti:}^i^ulSC^J^'U^f^fiA^A'^^yr)Qe a^a\rjy^l^uji/j\^i 
"And in so far as Yeats helped establish a tradition 
'genuinely Irish in thought, subject and style', whether 
he 'will or no', he made, however, indirectly, for 'the 
forces' leading to 'the political liberties of Ireland'. 483 
Zl<L^c^^.>(/LA7(/*L(Maud Gonne)J/>»^^l^L>tL^/r^yc.lfrV(/u/cA*>y>;>'btL 
(i^/jfc^^ (/i^/f>ti w j^i ijir>{A^. v^ '^/ / t / iAr!r '^ '^^ ' 'art ist ic purism'^ t/''-'-^^ 
"Without Yeats there would have been no literary 
revival in Ireland. They were poets and writers who led 
Irish youths to die, that Ireland might live; and because 
of them and their writings, when they were crushed by 
the brute force of England, the people did not yield as 
they did after the crushing of the Fenian rising." 484 
Bjj j / ^ (i^y.>i j ^ ( / y T/?(> j ; : : ^ ^ ! , ^ jj/y^ 
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485 - ^ 
^ U^'^^i'M^ji^jii ^ ^jw/iJWl^c^ iSiTS^^Jj^ -^ "^^J/L^C^'/j^yj? i:/^jii^Lji^ 
"Our model will always be Marx, who, having lived in 
England for decades, became half English and 
demanded the freedom and national independence of 
Ireland in the interests of the Socialist movement of the 
English workers." 487 
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"Owing to their historical position, it became the voction 
of the aristocracies of France and England to write 
pamphlets against modern bourgeois society. In the 
French revolution of July, 1830, and in the English 
reform agitation, these aristocracies again succumbed 
to the hateful upstart. Thenceforth, a serious political 
contest was altogether out of the question. A literary 
battle alone remained possible." 488 
489 J 
:^( i j^0^c^^(>>i / i l , (Lyt ton Strachey)$L/'i/-^f>tU^icJU^* 
"The French Revolution was like a bomb, to the making 
of which every liberal thinker and writer of the 
eighteenth century had lent a hand, and which, when it 
exploded, destroyed its creators. After the smoke had 
rolled away, it became clear that the old regime, with its 
despotisms and its persecutions, had indeed been 
abolished for ever; but the spirit of the 'Philosophes' 
had vanished likewise. Men's minds underwent a great 
reaction." 490 
2 0 0 
u->^L?:^ t^  u^/t>^^^ V'-«^^*L^ ^ ( . v ^ u-»^L^> j^ JL ^ 
• fc y • • • >^ 
^cil'^^l^'-^(J''^(I'»Jl>6-»'tr(Arthurian Romance)(yLvc/vj^iL^^l^J/^>j'c.L^7l0 
( / jy) i r*L i^ i i>^L^.-^- />>f 'U( j : t ( j^L^l rUYt l^(Les Chansons De Qes\.e)c^'j 
( ' t f e ' . - i >^^ ( / / - t / lA / : ! . 1170 tc / i r ^c /7 j f ^c^^ : ^ r ^^^ De Roland) 
( y ^>^^ ( }?c r J r5 ,T^ t r j ^ i ; ^ c / L r f a ' j y£uy5 ( / ^ ^ 493 .^t-lfLtiTheroulde 
)>t^c:.LJf>?c3jZlLfI^>J^^->L^(j:tu^f-"The Crusader's Fareweir'^^^i/c/ ' l^-t^^-^^ 
The/JL^Ot y>) . ^ " J ljr^/(^i 1 , ^ 1 , ^^ / j ^ (J ;y^ J^^^^ 
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J»S\fSy^^fS^6o>/'^J'''\JvJ'''6y^6^J,^AA'^^-^'4^^^^ king of tebairo' 
(Daubingne)^j^>'i'(Dubartas)(/biy^ 
wi/^ c/^ bi^ 7 L3 j ' ^ (jilt >ji uUi;^ ^ j ^ j ^ ^ J V V - ^ "-^ ^^ ^ 
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:^l>^(Buckner)/^ 
"Much of it (literature of the Age of Enlightenment) was 
utilitarian, purposive, and didactic. It was dominated by 
a sceptical philosophy, a hatred of any form of authority 
or tradition, and an intense desire for political and social 
reform The watchwords of the age were freedom of 
thought, and tolerance." ^97 
ci'>^<^(i/l>"lJ' '^>i:^">'' 'fe^l^^L/'^iJ^^'^C^>^^^ 1778:j^) J^h 
/ / '^( j f 'Defence of Poetry 'c />^ i l^ - / ( j : rL :^ /v^) | f£_r( / j : !^^ i r^J^^f -^^ 
y^ / Jt l^Zl c^^/ i )j^ji\c^,^c ( j j t^ jlJf i_ ( j y ^ ^ { / (Dlderot^v^j^i'r-^v ^ y^/j 'jf^y 
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"It is said that the writing of Rousseau and Voltaire led 
indirectly to the French Revolution. This was a role 
performed by them before the earth-shaking events 
which were supposed to rid the French proletariat of a 
heartless society and an apathetic government. A much 
more difficult and demanding role is that which obliges 
sensitive and patriotic writers and poets to create 
literature in face of foreign domination. This has come 
to be known as the Literature of Resistance."^01 
"Literature has often flourished in the midst of social 
and political unrest and lagged in periods of prosperity 
and peace." ^ 02 
• • • • • 
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Bliss was it in that dawn to be alive But to be young was the very heaven! 
" Then only does the code (Napoleon) become 
comprehensible as the legal expression of the new 
bourgeois society and French industrial revolution 
which began during the Napoleonic period."^05 
(Brute) ^ l>j - l ^ L / L / L ^} (Crude) {SJ)J'S(^^J^}^^^J'^ d'^iil^V'c 
"Revolutions are born not of the success but of the 
failure of propaganda. It was not because men listened 
to Voltaire, to Rousseau, and the rest, that France rose 
in revolt, but because they refused to listen, and then 
found the State tumbling about their ears before they 
even know that it was threatened."507 
205 
(EdouardThieri7)L5y/iv4bl2)/^^Zl>J4(jf>1857-LvJ>'l>ybAc^^ 
/ 
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(Archibald J^^^l^^i^^^^/o/PyJ^'diS'/u^'i^^.U^-^y'^U^^yLA 
:^l?/Macleish) 
"'Revolt' has become a literary word with us. It has 
come to designate the work of a generation, largely 
French, which grew up in the years between the two 
world wars and which has adopted in consequence a 
philosophy of revolt against the incoherence of human 
life." ^ 15 
:t^Z_U/\/;j^v^2l(Fu)A:^c.L>c'iil(/Ll/L/'truly a thief of fire'^^i^ 
We poets struggle with Non-being to force it to yield Being: 
We knock upon silence for an answering music. 
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We enclose boundless space in a square foot of paper: 
We pour out deluge fronn the inch space of the heart." ^16 
"One man's freedom depended on the freedom of 
others, on the creation of a society from which 
exploitation and oppression had been eradicated."^17 
t^l^UZl^w(il/Xvj(y(j^('C^UU(>^-Ji^Jli«>(^Iii^((/"^j(J^^ 
( /U i^ (y// .^ iPLl^ 1^(/D 1 ^ ' ( / ' L ^ > V Z 1 c. lJUv:»/Jj^ l ( / ^ - ^ ^ 
"Whatever happens, the flame of French resistance 
must not and shall not die." ^18 
"In January 1942, an agent of de Gaulle, the former 
Prefect Jean Moulin, had been parachuted into France 
with the specific task of coordinating Resistance 
network. creating by May1943 an umbrella 
organization. Moulin presided over this National Council 
of the Resistance, which incorporated all the major 
networks." ,519 
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(Jeorge ^U^jlf/cT^iyi/j^.^iJy-^tlfi/"Butcher of Lyon"^lJ^c)j^/{}Aybn/i 
> / L b b . ^ i i f > ^ / y v > ( / U ^ U b ^ v t ^ ^ ' J ^ ^ Bidault) 
"In the clandestine writings of Resistance, Vercors ' Le 
Silence de la mar stood out for its presentation of the 
dilemmas of conscience created by the enemy 
occupation. Anouilh's Antigone (1942) reflected the 
conflict between loyalty and obedience to established 
authority and loyalty to the higher law of the 
conscience. La Peste (1947), by Albert Camus, could 
be seen as an allegory either of France under German 
oucupation or of the whole predicament of humanity in 
the face of unavoidable evil." ^20 
(j:t<i^yLZl(/'L^L7:l//^Lr Andre GideLrc^CamusvjiAnouilh, VercorsJ^^C'ij 
L/r^*i i ^ (Kierkegaard)iv i t p Z J ^ i ; j , ( / j ?^6^x4? ^ r^- ' f^^ 
yji (Heidegger)/^i^L ( j-V>^c.iyi£>^Lr( (j::: UT'I/VJI ( / J U 
j S - f - (jif Jt ^?ji'ic^9^i^J''.JiiJ\\J.^{Sir.)L}j\^y^r^j!\j)2Lj3li ( Jaspers ) ; ^ 
"It is a denial of the possibility of liberation from the 
self-made chains of evil binding man. If the works of 
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Anouilh, Camus, Sartre, de Beauvoier, Genet continued 
to have social relevance, it was to a France that might 
soon belong to history." 521 
. (Aragon)u/ivT(jf ^ U Z l ^ ^ l i z - i ^ - C ^ l f /j^^Si^y^t^^^ J\}'>j\^/ijs^\^.^\^L^ 
JVv^^ (P ie r re Emmanuel)J^j2^^!/fbj/(Robert Desonos)i/^i^>rO'(Eluard)iv/^/ 
: ^ ; i > (l(W.D. Howarth)^>/4-JJ-^J,Lr(i/l> 
"It is not surprising that much clandestine literature 
took the relatively intense and economical form of 
poetry." ^22 
^23(^jVl^*^V-:i'(y^-i^lr>^J'l?'vil(^££jy^i4:^;Ui^lryO^ 
-(/( j l f l i^O^^if f^;/(Committed poetry)(i/L^(///')j:l:(/'//(^c^/>'j^Zlj><^(^>^ 
"Much of Aragon's post-war poetry, although it 
continues to intertwine the three kinds of love, for 
France, Elsa Triolet and communism, makes personal 
love the focus, and weaves the three strands into a 
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statement about the human condition."^24 
"Reseda Behave de (^'{Su^^^^Uk'S^^^.Ji^^/J^^^^^J/^^'&it^^/J^^j.iS 
Lohi-j vL.hL.\^L^\/^jhJ<L^i^L^\yjJjtJ^^{Sj^jt^'^\Jy,^J^/3^ celeque!" 
f 19447^1.1942-*j^  trX^ t ^vbAu/^ i j « L / 4 ; I J T J 1 , / JbYB^^U-^L-^ l^y.iS^ ^L./ 
-<£^(j:^(Bailad)4rii^>y:^^J^l-(/iD>(/j>^>"-(i-'w^^^iv?< 
"La v /^"Jour de colere"i^(/ i ; /c^0^j^w^-l^/l>jfy^^J^j^L(^t^^^j>^ 
Li.>i(vj:!:f1945-(^JO(i/l^J^(/c.y^u^>i?Zj&-/^ guide nos pas" 
^Ijyy^^li-'^ji^U^^L/'J/l^Jl/i/i/'-jL^lJJL^'Concentr^^^^ Camp'^l-cXj^J 
^L r i c / i / J^ t f y i / " ! Accuse You"c;'i^^C^wXiJii^£lc^/jJ(/(/'i/i^iJj;cKi 
^26 " - L { ? ^ 2 ^ > L ^ ^ J t ( 4 ( j U 
iijiJyl^j\:fSj^Jj:i^/.^^ ^h U*7JO Ul ' i i^i ; U j / L ^ i L 2 l <L>f7^LwL {jyL,<i_ ^ U^^y j ^ / y 
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"Considered as artists, we periiaps have no need to 
interfere in the affairs of the world. But considered as 
men, yes. The miner who is exploited or shot down, the 
slaves in the camps, those in the colonies, the legions 
of persecuted throughout the world they need all 
those who can speak to communicate their silence and 
to keep in touch with them." J28 
£i^^y>rwi^-iJj/ jy,*j^(/(/K^(/c.L>Zl^i/7j i^ 
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£ c^</ LJ/'[^\}~\/j\^\>\j ^c^i/ L.\(' L c^U' <L (j/< y^^t^L ^ jjUhJ:A 
3^.1 'Li/tr>Cr^if^^^L^ 
• • • * * 
532 l/(i/ ^O^j.i !>i/^ l/L^ JG^ Bj ^yc/i;^^ 
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^tZllheodric of Verona-fl5Cd^Ji::^V Dietrich Von Bemi^jxT^l^l^^^jii^i 
wX)^/t^^j/(j^>?/^^Ur-l/y/'J_Zl(//v'>i'(i>^lf:4'G454-523)Vo^ 
(Old j^<c/>? JiJtf^>^-t^^i?^(^':Vv^UU>Jt)vJvj'c^(/jy^y^ 
(Werner R. (i/4f^(/-vtyvjJ^(3ji|^G800-1050)v^^Zl High German Literature) 
:\?^UtJ^£. Friederich) 
"The literary problem of the OHG period was to reconcile the warlike, primitive, 
and valiant spirit of the old heroic songs." ^ 34 
(Dietrich dy.UhJj^i}i:A^A'Cuii/r^ (Hunnish)(jr:v^i(:r^(j:t Heroic Sagas 
w^Uf(Kriemhulde)4^iv^(Gudrun)civ>C(Hagen)c/^<^'(Gunther) /< Von Bern) 
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(^y^Ty/y;^HeroicSagast/^ciL^T^I^w^)iivU>^(Gudrun)c;v>(^^iNibelungen>^ 
(La Chanson de c/l^ji)^y(j:!:t/'/(j:::(i>c^(^r'jvji(Beowulf)^jjt;L/'dl>'^*'(/^^ 
L;if881 -oil'^Lcri^'c/^^iZlii/l^J^i/ij:!: ( S a g a s ) u > ^ ^ ; v d i - ^ " L ^ ( ^ ^ Roland-) 
5iii*^i/j7aU(Ludwigslied)c<r^J^>'/l^*^'i'^2<U-^-^tt/^^ 
^ 
1 
^Jv^f^ Irlf iCr-V-'^ii^ t^-*^^^ v ^ ^(A (Parzival) J(j(i;^ l-<^ 
"Chrestien De f^'cK^Ji^i/^f/l^-s^v^lJ^'/^v^ir^u^'-t/ 
li^^/^L^(y^f-JlrvL/>»^ti;^>^-'^Lrii'~(/(Ho^ 
J^u^c3(>:( J'L/i-t^(Walther Von Der VogelwGide)/l> Jl^i:Ji-:^w^^V(/' 
f^L^i''(i(/'-l^^>^^/^l^-^>"'^ c^U^v-^iB^ t ^^ l J iTZ l L&JLi'X-^ (^^b^ "LTc.LJf 
"Art for art's sake was no longer cultivated; instead, 
literature had to teach, to educate, or to satirize human 
weaknesses and vices. New life broke forth everywhere; 
the grownig restlessness and rebeliousness announced 
the dawn of the madern era."535 
(Wittenweiler)yi^ c j^»vji (Wernher)yr Oji^\fj\^\ ^^ UL> JV^ i i ^Z l (jj^rWU-i/UJl i ^ / 
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f1400i?^^t7l^(3jfoj)/^"The Plowman from Bohemia"!^(Johannes Von Sdi2iZ)J\^ 
i^(Erasmus)(/^yi,L/"'i^^(j:^^^c/^J^I5'l/d'(J^V'^>^^ 
.:^i>(Folly)^y^4^Uic/^(/^"The Praise of Fo\\i"/y.y^^"Ji?:6/'^uyf>^"^S^U 
: l /^/^*6^(/1y'0-»?^(Trawick)4'^)X^l/^ 
"The Praise of Folly is actually a rather forrnless 
monologue, in which Folly exposes the vices of the 
time. The "Praise", is of course, is put into the mouth of 
Folly herself and so is a blistering indictment of the 
greed, violence, hypocrisy, superstition, dishonesty, 
and selfishness of all of Folly's brood."^36 
Jr.^/y/^ ^  ^y £ S (^^ yii^>£ (//(A^ Jl^^ 5^ ^ . ^ (/^ 
/w^-*|:_Jl>(/jy(>(Bruin)yi/^-*j^(/c<;^y^LZ^^^ 
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"The Wittenberg Nightingale, an allegory in which a 
nightingale (symbolizing Luther) leads back to the 
pleasant meadows some sheep which have been lost 
in the desert."^37 
(j:t>^l?*^i*il4yI/iL>i^^jivy^iJU'i(/J^-;J.b^i(/U(^^^ and Stress-^X/ 
J>fc<lf J^ci-'j>iJ4it/:t^^it/^.(/J>ft/-'/jJJl£^ and Stress" 
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(Klopstock)J'l^^/-(/j 'L>(/(i/l>^JMiJ*Zl(i/l>^^iyijA-ij:!^ 
"Klopstock pours his own powerful emotions into these 
lyrics, which celebrate friendship, love, nature, liberty, 
poetry and patriotism." ^ 39 
J^X'i//Jli^i>(Theodor Korner)y7^^Ji/.(^1769-1860)Ernst Moritz Arndt-^UL/o^^aj 
^X(iji;TJ^c^(yi/^0:ji2^k.^(/yiyj^y(^i4^vjZl(i/l?^ J ^ ^ 788-1866) 
^^j4vL"(j:r(j>^*trt^LiJl^Jt^i/>c^/jy.jvcri;'^^ in Armor"*L 
(Barbarossa) 
v )^(Prince Von Metternich)ty^c)(Vy/jLXi!^X^L>«'w^(i>i:^^UO^i^ j : ! J j ^ ^ " 
(^4Ll/fe^Jl^lr^,^rLvy>(3^(/^lPV/^1848^(A^-Juy>^U 
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Kleist'Eichendorff ^Leneau ^Chamisso d^^Cl'^J)}^\ii£jd^<:^J}/\^j:.i\j^ 
if jt j^rrr-jii A J'i^i ^ {fj: Uer\NeQhji\\Nagner ^£ J^ iJ\/{Borne)d^j>. 
cr^a4"c/Liy"ZlPlatenc"c</2luji:L7"2lWilhelm Mu l le r -u^ ' l ^ t ^^U ' i / u^yv j i 
^ ! r ' ' - t ^ ( / r l ? ^ ^ ^ ( / - ^ J y : ' 4 ' L ^ > ^ l ^ / ( ^ ^ f ^ I / ^ ^ Germany'-f^" 
JCI >Ji)^Zl^ (^u/c.y(j iP'i w-L^ ( j^ ^ i j 4^ bv lr(y L^  c. iJ 1>^ 
"The Weavers' ^*(/ i :Cl-* i^b7i/ / l>(yi/ 
:^I?/(S.S Prawer)>jfy-u/:^i-L/:^Lj>f^r<^r^^j4i>(/I(^j^(^^^iy[r!^LL^^^ 
"This was a poem written during the revolt of the 
Silesian weavers in that year (1844) and sung by those 
weavers on their marches. Such a poem, it seemed to 
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Marx, justified his faitii in the creative power, 
class-consciousness, and ultimately, the revolutionary 
will, of proletarian 'Cinderellas' to whom he prophesied 
an 'athletic stature' in the not too distant future." ^41 
"Not a single one of the French and English workers' 
revolts possessed so theoretical and conscious a 
character as the the revolt of the Silesian weavers. The 
Silesian revolt begins with the very thing with the 
French and English workers' revolt ends; with 
conscious understanding of what the proletariat is." ^ 42 
ifijj ^/j ( / ^ J ^ ^ L K J U ^ ^ ^/l^J^h j^^jii^ly ^J'/uyjPiy J. J\^jji> 
L/^^L/fl/>Y"Song of the Silk \Neayers from Lyons"(^^f^/kJ\^^3^^JiJ^Jiiy 
^»>yi(j:!:(Pictures of Traye\)"JyJ^'\J^"J^^l/^^ijjL^^aj[^i^c^\}iJ>iJjOiyut 
"His (Heine's) native land has often underrated him as a 
poet. In other lands his lyrics have been more popular 
and influential than those of any other German poet. It 
is not too much to say that, if we except Goethe, Heine 
is the greatest lyricist that Germany has ever 
produced." ^ 43 
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"Kant and Fitche roar to heavens blue _Seeking for some distant land, 
I but seek to grasp profound and true T^hat which in the street I find.'^45 
## • • ^ • # ^ • • ^ ^ 
J u U'cfV (/j''v:»'"Epigrams",Py^L^/^^ cj^lJ^i 6^i u A i Jl^ vL J U J ^ V C ^ ^ W / 
347 -(^^-vjtLOj^^c^H^I'^Jj*:^^^*! 
"(F. Quednow),-t^^D*T^Jb'^f_(/(rw-k'^(Xi'l^'^"^^^ 
(/^tL^f^iyLf^d'j^'^(Feelings)"^Ui^" ^48 -^l£/^y4»4;c^5/^WdU!if.*L(/i(j:! 
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"1 am caught in endless strife, Endless ferment, endless dream; 
I cannot conform to Life, Will not travel with the stream. ^49 
August v^iWilhelm Liebknect(j:tdi><;:^(/UZli;LL/L(j:!(/>(/^f1875 
Ferdinand ^^^J'OTolckev^iHasselmann, Hassenclever(j:tjjUV^^^JvL 
"0 let us see deeds at last, crimes bloody and colossal, but not any more of 
this bland virtue and solvent morality."^50 
•.<^\Ji/jJ'\f'^{Mark Van Doren)tiiviJc^ijJyU<p,fejyj;y>cj;jj>(f(j^Zli^X^L>'l^^(>? 
"The feeling gives importance to the action and the 
situation, and not the action and situation to the 
feeling."^51 
i^ (/'if T ^ J^l L J l tJl LiLl^dli (J;j^y>ci'^(Bernstein)c/li^ [jyi-^ lr/(i;i>(/ 
"The differences between the exploiters and the 
exploited are becoming even sharper, the class 
}Ji\ 
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struggle between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie is 
growing more embittered; it divides society into two 
hostile camps, and it is the common hallmark of all 
industrial societies."^52 
^ l ^ y .u^/JcT^ J/^^j) iJ^^jA 953c;^ 1 7 , ^ L/U>^<:^ uf'j»^ l^ JU^Zl^/>t>/^ ^ > 
c^>?y^»^ IrU Y t l^''Defamiliarisation"^ uCp//Jr^i(/(Zl j j < ^ 
(Harry Jyk^ r J ^ ^^L / IT^J^V-G^IJ^ L/^ -^/ >J>K/<£i c i u ^ c ^ l t ^ ^ ^ / ' V ' * ^ (Jv^ * 
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:^i;Ui)ZlBlamires) 
"Brecht's thinking was certainly in line with the basic 
Marxist premise that it is social and economic 
conditions which produce our ideologies and not vice 
^ versa." ^56 
l>^ '< L/'I^ U>^ I^ »t5^^ 'u/i^ >^ l / f < ^ v '^'> t>^  (3//v>(i^ 
"Underlying this conflict is a deep seated divergence between Brecht and 
Lukacs on the whole question of realism_ a divergence of some political 
importance at the time, since Lukacs at this point represented political 
'orthodoxy' and Brecht was suspect as a revolutionary 'leftist'. ^60 
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JL\Su^.::^^\i^^(\^iSj\Pj)\63\^^^^^^''^^L'{^\^e Lasker Schuler)>^y'<^L/iL^ 
-b(Georg Grosz);^AA^i^i^/j/ l>vy/^/crU-JD^Zl^^Jii^yy 
vii(Ernest Toller)>^y^v)'(Erich Muhsan)crV6vL(^ J/cf'>*l?^(/>j^(/U^^c^(yi/ 
c/^iJ»il]L^Zli/L^J^jy J^^i^.s^Ucr^/cTL^i^CGustan Landaver)^yJcU5t^ 
(Senna "i-<>f l>"^y ^^-^^(/'^-''/^ I^ L/^ ^ J - Zl i^i/ lv/(Johanes Holzmann)c^ L>>f 
"The truly revolutionary artist, is never concerned with 
the art object alone, but with the means of its 
production. 'Commitment' is more than just a matter of 
presenting correct political opionions in one's art; it 
reveals itself in how far the artist reconstructs the 
artistic forms at his disposal, turning authors, readers 
and spectators into collaborators." 563 
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:^L/>li.fly^r(Theiner) 
"Writers killed, their books banned, sometimes burned 
in public as were those of Thomas Mann and other 
leading German writers by a Nazi mob in 1933 in a 
backhanded sort of way, their treatment by so many 
totalitarian (and sometimes even non-totalitarian) 
regimes can be considered a compliment to the author 
and his craft." ^64 
-l^uC"(A"^t 
:^Jj^0v^>Uyijyi^i_c^Lgij/i^t3l^*(i^{Jean Rosiard)}/'ijUiylc/y 
"Kill a man and you are a murderer. Kill millions of men 
and you are a conqueror. Kill everyone and you are a 
god."566 
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^ jt-T^i J ^ ^ J A-^y^Zl U-e^ v^  JJ!(/(/>?0 1966)... .y^i^'t^ 
^/^J>LrX''<(/l^'^tv:>/lOy:<t^f 19451, (/>Je^^ ^^  
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:4'jyi^(Walter Blair)/^Aj^l^UijiJ^yp^iij^ 
"American nationalism was based upon botii tine 
geographical isolation of the English colonies and the 
political, economic, and social controversies which 
resulted in revolution."^69 
«Lyt^c/i^6'/>0^j/<^'4-''i-U-^^j(Continentals)Acyi^^ 
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X/^J^^C^y.^^<CjLlf\Xyfi'\A\^^/{HQ^T\s of Oak)Jjl^T(yvLc</i(David Garrick) 
:i:^ Jjf(3l>C>.l^ (f1768c3iJj?) 
"Come, join hand in Inand, brave Americans all." ^ 70 
"Come, rouse up, my lads, and join the great cause."^71 
"They forcefully display human emotions and human 
character in times of stress." ^72 
(Francis cT^l(^'/(Joseph stansbury)(j'>fy^^jp: JL ji/^^i/^^^^^^ 
(^William Clifton)c/^j'(Joel Barlow)y7Lj4KJohn Trumbull)J^yc/lf'Hopkinson) 
"Battle of the L^^\c^jtijL^,/:,{PM\\i Freneau)j<::/wJ'y^i(Bryant)^U 
c^//J"H3:\\, Columbia!"i^(Joseph)vJ;i?^£(/i/u^l/ jUi^^^ci'-^^Kings" 
"Among the first to apply the name Columbia to an 
independent America was New York born Philip Morin 
Freneau, who has been called "the poet of the 
American Revolution." ^ 73 
( / Is le^ iy (X^ i ) l ^ ^ l / ^ u J ^ ^i/i UlJ^^^ 
i^(Spanckeren)c/^*i^>lf4^viJir'"The British Prisonship"f^feA(J/J^l^c3L^^ 
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"His poem "The British Prisonship" is a bitter 
condemnation of the cruelties of the British who wished 
"to stain the world with gore." ^74 
^"Eutaw Springs"'"American Liberty"(j:!iJvLt:/c3iP'(iCri/(»jli*^^L/' 
^"George the Third's Soliloquy"'"A Midnight Consultation"f"A Political Litany" 
(Arthur Compton. wi</^^c;^6;^t(^6^yO^>:^(^(£/fy^j Jy[/>i^J^c^i>^ 
:f-(ij^U^^>f2iB>>l$c^cJli^*iLfe/i^Rickett) 
"Of a higher plane is Philip Freneau, of Huguenot stock, 
a patriotic poet of genuine power, who turned his 
eventful and stormy life to literary account." ^75 
Hudibras"*: ' Lc/^Jr(J^yr / i> j ;y ,^ l , (John Trumbull)(>ycJlf 
yL ;>V^>t^X ' ' ^ iJ^ ' ' ^ ' 'C^ ' -^ l ^ "M, Fingal"/wXi^/>^/L/J//^IJ'Jl£^-(^/(iyya'^^ 
"No man e'er felt the halter draw. With good opinion of the law." ^76 
£.U:Zl i->f u . ^ ^ U>^i J i J J / U c / L i : Z^>^ ^  U>^t£l(Yankees)(/-7^0(/Jt^ j(jf^ 
"Yankee L. u^;by ^/j \fLX/^Ji (X^ -U /J / y j ^ l * ^ /* :5 ' 'Yankee' '^ ^ i *L 0^^/^ 
"The Yankee's Return from /^£Ak,^.^utjJ^o'LA^ci^{:}^y^<CDoo6\e" 
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"And every time they shoot it off, It takes a horn of powder 
And makes a noise like father's gun, Only a nation bouder." ^77 
>b/^U'l^^(/>-lfy^/cf'U^Zlcr^/ii^(Nathan Hale) (A^tc /K^^ 1 11^MLJ\ 
"I regret that I have but one life to give for my country." ^78 
"Thou pale king of terrors, thou life's gloomy foe. 
Go frighten the slave, go frighten the slave; 
Tell tyrant to your their allegiance they owe; 
No fears for the brave, no fears for the brave." ^79 
l^JLlik^i)'ij^^^j^/biy\^i$y\^y.ut"Jhe Battle of the Kegs"l^cr^lu-^iX6y^t 
J^ u>>(/i^ u Ji(j:!:^L;^ .^ IPWJ> LTJ-^J'u>^(i'^i^^'*^ 
The rebel dales, the rebed vales, With rebel trees surrounded, 
The distant woods, the hills and floods, With rebel echoes sounded." ^80 
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J'x jiS/^L J'li (J-^ Cy i / '4 ' ^l^ij^/ij L d ^ JXl i S^y fJ^Y> ^f6o>jH 
:<j^i>^^Z_>^/!li>i^>c<^Lr^wrii(Norm Foerster) 
"Here was a poet of the people, by the people, and for 
the people. Ironically, the people preferred a poet like 
Longfellow." ^82 
:<j^t>7C/'^t:jUi/i^(Professor Butcher)X'y^jy/l^jtiUi 
"Obstacles, if they are extrinsic and not intrinsic, only 
help to feed the flame. "That genius wins its most 
signal triumphs from the very limitations within which it 
works." ^83 
Lui^^^y'U^"^^Uyi^LA^/"'^Oohn Greenleaf Whi t t ier ) /^^c/ /c^ l f 
j>^ii.^l^/(Daniel Webster)/i^^(J^~Ji^/^(j:!(4^t"lchabod"9jiJ*^(/L^/^ 
ljJ\^^UJ^h^/^[i'S{fug\\]ye Slave Law)i:)^^oj/J:^lA^AJliJliiL,J^iJxC'^lbi 
Of all we loved and honored, nought, Save power remains 
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A fallen angel's pride of thought, Still strong in chains 
All else is gone; from those great eyes The soul has fled: 
When faith is lost, when honor dies, The man is dead! ^84 
^ l ^ c ^ j v j ; ^^Di \f'ii Jj} (/Quakers ^/a ji\ {? t\^i f^ l^ciUUQuaker /> 
"His (Whittier's) work as an editor and writer for 
antislavery publications was supplemented by prose 
anti slavery fiction dealing with New England history 
and especially by numerous poems." ^85 
"Ring and swing,_ Bells of joy! On morning's swing 
Send the song of praise abroad! VVith a sound of broken chains 
Tell th& nations that He reigns, Who alone is Lord and God! ^86 
jt,1870 LjLi^^jIrf'l^df^ (Sir lJ'iS/i<>i)J^J^if'''Jj^ c^U^L(// l^vi l (jl^ 
"Whitman, in aim a literary revolutionary. He is content 
to be suggestive, to stir your imagination, to awaken 
your sympathies. Whitman claimed right to equal 
freedom of man and woman. Indeed, it is when we 
examine Whitman's attitude towards Humanity that we 
realise best his strength and courage. Carrying this 
view into social politics. Whitman declares for absolute 
social equality. No writer of our age has better claims to 
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be considered the Poet of Democracy." ^87 
(For you O " Z L ^'\ ^^ji/> ^\"^\S^>~<^ ^(^^^ c l^^ *' i / c ^ ^ ^ l i ^ Z l f^^T'-^ 
"One's Self I (^'j'c^jjUif Z l i / L ^ (JT(j::: o^J/^jt c^Ui / j l^ ' i J i^(/pemocracy) 
u f j c ^ » i g ' L ^ ^ / c > / i ^ / ; u i / i r ^ A ^ i ( ^ ^ r c / ^ . = ^ ^ Blue Ontario's Shore" 
I am for those that have never been mastered, 
For man and women whose tempers have never been mastered, 
For those whom laws, theories, conventions, can never master. ^88 
lr/(i;i>J-^ (i>t^Byyi"Democratic Vistas"ciy^Li;> ^L / ' U'^  i^>f 5 I > L ^ ^ 1871 - ^ Irlf 
"For his early admirers. Whitman was a profound, 
liberating teacher of democratic values. He voiced his 
intimacy and solidarity with the common people, 
presented their emotions and ways of life factually, 
without romanticizing or idealizing...." ^89 
jjrr'(^U>tc.Ul>^c.L>lfc3ii^*i<^L/'t^-^L/-^^^"Song of Myself ^ C ^ L / ; I » J U ^ 
f^c^ Irlf (/ 'c^Viii^j jv'y^i'Yankee Plato'^^i; ^ - I / LTL I /C^U ^C^CJI /U/ 'B^- I^ C ^ C ^ 
^l^d'/J^.J^\J^^L.\iL^yiJfi^J'^J^L "Emancipation Proclamation"jCl863(ivr? 
"Who is the owner? The slave is owner. 
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And ever was. Pay him." ^90 
"The martyr cannot be dishonored Every lash inflicted is a tongue of fame; 
every prison a more illustrious abode; every burned book or house enlightens 
the world; every suppressed or expunged word reverberates through the earth 
from side to side." ^91 
"Over a century and a quarter ago, Emerson had said 
that individuals must determine for themselves what is 
the best way of life for them. Today his statement still 
rings true: Whose would be a man, must be a 
nonconformist." ^92 
(Jv^ i0?2LLBI>^^-(±±^c. lJ l> iJLj / / ( j : !vU^iZlc /^ iL^( / l / ;^ i^"Sel f Relia^ 
"Not gold but only men can make A people great and strong 
Men who, for truth and honor sake Stand fast and suffer long." ^93 
"How is the King greater than I, if he is not hnore just." ^94 
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4-Lt{ffl'Vy(/'^vLt:/(i7^vj/(i/l>(/orOi/l/Non-confo 
:^ l>^ i ( j : i "Sel f Re\\ance"{j/^^i/^)jir" 
"For nonconformity the world whips you with its displeasure. And therefore a 
man must know how to estimate a sour face. The by-standers look askance 
on him in the public street or in the friend's parlor. If this aversion had its origin 
in contempt and resistance like his own he might well go home with a sad 
countenance; but the sour faces of the multitude, like their sweet faces, have 
no deep cause, but are put on and off as the wind blows and a newspaper 
directs." J95 
"The world exists for you....Build therefore your own 
world." ^96 
( / f1917-^^uT( / (Yanks or Yankees)"(/H(y^""/J>f^l*y4'(-^*^^^^(-/J^-'(i'-^ 
yji.c6'5*i^JyL/'<^^L^'-'>^J-»?*^i?l^c<r^*L(George M. Cohan)cAylf^L6/v(f 
"The Yanks are coming!" ^97 
j>vy"l-(Francis Scott Key )L fc i . ^L r ^ ( / yL3^ ( i vL^^^ ( j v ( / ^J / r ^ j . ^y^ 
^/\>S^/LlfliJ/^i}j)/0'\^^Sy^i}^^^J^-^\ijJ^^"StarspranQ\e6 banner"^/ 
^Lji£v^ii(j:!4l^-^ci>ivi^ji(f/'yfC2'^*£l(i>c^L^y7'-(/^di^^^ 
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"Freneau believed that the removal of tyrannical 
governments would permit a natural harmony; he used 
violent language to further this Utopian end. Among his 
best revolutionary satires were "American Liberty", "A 
Political Liberty", "America Independent", "The British 
Prison Ship". The same spirit made Freneau a 
sympathizer with the French Revolution." ^98 
"A set of national ideals was developed by men like 
Emerson and Whitman. As a young country, the United 
States had a sense of inferiority, a "colonial complex" 
which led to literary nationalism and an emphasis on 
refinement and decorum." ^99 
± y U ^ i c / / ^ v i ^ i J l / U L ^{Robinson Jeffersp^-t/^Ot^^y^ilc^yjicC/i:) 
And why do you cry, my dear why do you cry? 
If England goes down and Germany up 
The stronger dog will still be on top. If civilization goes down t^hat 
would be an event to contemplate. ^00 
\f\S\S^x^yO^^J^y.\^ji\U)/^d^Ut"U\3iX\'iiox Dictatorships"(^(/vi->.^(/(JlfiLl^i/L^^ 
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There are three names in a locked file in a secret room 
on a classified stair_ in a house of state_ ^They are not to be spoken 
The third is Vietnam, a dried child ^mailed to its mother 
by B-52s in a cellophane envelop._ Nevertheless the names 
bleed the country is steeped in it. _Not to be spoken. ^01 
^vU^I i) L J A ^ J ^ ^ ir'L/(y JU^y^>i^l> l?^ l/^c3>^ ir'ff/Uc. U U ^ I J ^ t//, \^^ ^/^^ 
"Speech to Those Who Say Comrades" 
:<j^(j^vU^(<C^t/''"Background with Revolutionaries" 
And the corn singing Millennium! ;Lenin! Millennium! Lennium! 
For Marx has said to us, Workers what do you need? 
And Stalin has said to us, Starvers who do you need? 
You need the Dialectical Materialism! ^02 
^ t ^ " T h e Young Dead S o l d i e r s " ^ j 0 ^ 4 ( / v ^ t i ^ v J ^ - ^ ( / ; ^ ^ y v y / y / ^ ^ ^ 
"Brave - ^ (ijc;L;/^L>^/>t>c.t?yjU/;::'-»il (}\j\jJ'^'^i^\^>LL^/j\j^rj\j:\ J\.^J^ 
:^aj />Tc^i ; '^ l^^uJi l^^ j i>c>b^(/ j jv t^c<7(f / ic^ New W^ 
"We fought a war in freedom's name A^nd won it in our own...." ^03 
£(/L^Jl>9V^Lr(/ ' ' 'Liberty"/L::f*c^i:: i j tJV(A^U>^^ 
When liberty is headlong girl And runs her roads and wends her ways 
Liberty will shriek and whirl Her showery torch to see it blaze. ^04 
"Domination (^(/(/Ll^/L^J^^f^(Wallace S\.QMer\s)'}ii^U^UotJi^LJ^J^ 
yjJ'Uli^i^.L^c^jii^/l^iS{Han Crane)c// i .vl-.pJlf Jt jyJc^! /L; : tof Black" 
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^ ^i/./^ ii/'-i^ >^jj^y ^c^i/ ^ if- <C L^/j\p\ sh i/c^ ^U' J^jic^ L/L%^> 
:l^ L/y<L (Benedict) J> j^ 
"Most individuals are plastic to the moulding force of the 
society into which they are born." ^05 
(/bjb(J^^iri^i:§^*^c;ji^(j:!)4i»j^(/eri^"^i^ji^*i"»>ir/ • 
"Protest movements, like societies, have cultures, 
however, unlike societies, cultures of protest are 
created by individuals and communities deliberately 
invoke, recombine, and reinterpret preexisting practices 
and meanings in light of particular social causes and 
notions of justice." ^07 
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L yii)Jji\ ^jLjt [fyi fjljji J ? ^ (/' f- -^ f^ (i> .^ < f^ (i^ U>' 
"Rebelling against England as he had rebelled against 
America, he felt drawn to Latin avilization." ^09 
^ £ , / l ; ^ lL^ (/X^J^^l?. Ul Zl (/(c^l^/L>y^^ ^ Jc J L (/(Robert 
^— • • • 
"The woods are lovely, dark and deep. But I have promises to keep, 
And miles to go before I sleep,. And miles to go before I sleep." ^10 
L^Xulji^^/,Jtc^J^[S^"lYiQ Pisan Cantos"l/bJ^(j:!:i^l^idiyjwri^PisaZl 
\Sj^-^\^p.J^^^X^[S^\./^iyiijt^jL^\/l\>ij^^\(f-"\L Miglior Fabbro"y3jL 
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:j:!j;U)iZl(Bernard Duffey)i^i 
"Following close upon his interest in the late medieval 
"Romance" tradition, Pound had become his own still 
recent convert to avant-gardism. Renato Poggioli has 
attached the Idea of avant-garde In European writing 
and art to the political radicalism rising in the late 
nineteenth century, rebel and writer alike striking out 
against an entrenched bourgeoisie. ^12 
( / 1 , > J L - ^ tyt/ tc^^j^fe'Avant-Gardest/c^U'i/c.L/'^^^ivt:^ iy^^ut^jinj 
j)\\f'iUt"lameni of the Frontier guard"yv>£l J l > - ^ / ^ J V ^ > ? i L / L ^ j ^ L C / ' ( / ( 
£.^ lJ i? ' (£(Adams)/>i( j : tXXXIIy:WV'>*JtC/>(/L^/ j '^ 
"The revolution", said Mr. Adams, "Took place in the minds of the people." 
with sixty cannon, ten tons of powder, 10,000 muskets and bayonets, 
lead, bed-covers, uniforms and a colonel, to affirm their neutrality."^13 
^— « * 
"Is that despotism or absolute power unlimited sovereignty, is the same in a 
majority of a popular assembly, an aristrocratical council, an oligarchical junto, 
and a single emperor, equally arbitarary, bloody, and in every respect 
diabolical... ^14 
^ l r > f ( ^ " ^ i 4 r j L w i T J ' u " ^ ; v ^ r ( J M ( / i l c ^ J > ^ ( ^ / t ^ ( f / ( ^ 
• • • 
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i/^Jl>^2lc^iT^7^f IQaS-iPy^l^e'ijtCWystan Hugh Auden)u'jt$L^:!:L^i:fJi 
"1 sit in one of tiie dives On fiftysecond street Uncertain and afraid 
As tiie clever hopes expire Of a low dishonest decade: 
Waves'of anger and fear Circulate over the bright 
And darkened lands of the earth, Obsessing our private lives 
The unmentionable odour of death Offends the September night."\616 
^d^isihitOi/l^ Ui^^i'C {JhiU/f/i^ ISL^^SM^ \^ujiS\i c/y^ ('r/Sijiiiji^L 
AjMiS^r^L"The White Man's Burden' ' i_X' '(JUc^f-l^^>^' '>"'^^rl^'^o^^ 
:L^^^^Z^yi:^U^(Xr-V/(Palmer & Perkins)//vj//L-(ij 
"In the past, at least, many members of "advanced" 
Western societies believed that their state had a moral 
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obligation to carry the blessings of their own religion 
and civilization to "backward" peoples. In their view, the 
white man had a duty to uplift his less fortunate 
brothers, usually in the yellow man's Asia or in the 
black man's Africa." ^17 
^Jr^D^*/Zlf2003-bU^j<5'(/"Jedwood Jus t i ce ' ' ^ / / J /> / v : : ^ / J ' / i ^ ^ / ^L^^ 
J>l^f(Benjaman Samuels, A l i c i a ) l ^ ' >^c / ^ ' (Ka th i Ba ron )c^^ ( / v !u j / l > 
C/i:i'(AIIen Cohen l)Jjic^yci(*(Louis Cabalquinto)/yjL/'t^A(Corl Berkowitz)7ij(i 
J r ' i iXKMichase i )J^ f i vy^^Xf (Joy Farmer ) /v l j ^ i i : f (A lan Cr is t )v i - : i^ 
(jvU(Sara Natoli)Jj^ffvU(Brooke)Ji.;'(John Kriebel)J^-/c<'lf^^t/t^^(Marisol) 
^^/ i iJ^^(3'^i^ l f( i^^i i^^Jl / ' i 'U^/ l^cJ'-(^J'L>f l /^ j(GeorgeSale)( j^6'vl f^^ 
^ ^ l / t ^ ( P i g s in Iraqr'v'rO! Ji / ' ' f>^j^i l^>i^yr; / :^LUi^; j^ 
A Muslim woman's body was found in a London hospital morgue covered with 
bacon today. That is what America has done to Iraq she has soiled it. 
Even after American forces leave Iraq, the smell of pork will linger. And when 
they refer to the "evil, evil" people that invaded their land, they 'II have vision of 
the pigs that live in America and ask themselves, "Who will save us from 
these animals?" ^18 
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-<^ l^ L^ ( / 1 J l)^ *il C:J li, (/Il'tTly ^ LJ J i^(i/i^ k^^ 
a J?r^ JS^rTt?l;:rori^(/^i?^ci'^*^(War in \raq)"J$:UtlJi/"^^Jr•'/^J\^ 
They love 14 year olds Military airlifted legs Shattered yourself 
He said. Tell my mother Iraq' Bang US! I receive you 
Light years of the children No Just that shell action. ^19 
"America demands a poetry that is bold, modern, and 
all-surrounding and Kosmical, as she is herself." ^20 
"The aim of the nineteenth and twentieth century 
literary movement known as realism is the 
representation of the realities of life." ^21 
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&^  t-i/^-^tf/'-f-(3>^>^ l^i/^ i^l^^ c/^*^ Ul!^ >«^ ^ ^ i r ^ 
(jc^L>J^>r(X/'i-(Langston Hughes))):^ J'^l^o^/^'^y^^^^^'^u^JjSu^''^^ 
^23 (^y»>';^/^i/lr (/J>^iAJk/j<^ ^ 
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"Where the mind is without fear and the head is high; 
Where knowledge is free; Where the mind is led forward by thee into 
everwidening thought and action Into the heaven of freedom, my 
Father, let my country awake." ^27 , 
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y t/ji^ l>:^/c^l;>iV'«^ijl/t '^L/ii^*(i^J>>'^^ '^-^/c^l^'V'c^'^ f'j^ 'c^ t^ b (/J>-; 
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ji\L,\) ii^/jL^itf^L*^ if;^//^,^, A, C L.^L\j'\i^/'j>fc^O\ ii-c- t/xi tu^:^ 
:Jj2|Zl(Crane Brinton)cArc/-^(/ 
"For a number of reasons, writers, teachers, and 
preachers are to a large degree committed by their 
function to take a critical attitude toward the daily 
routine of human affairs. An intellectual as satisfied with 
the world as with himself, or at least, with his ideas and 
ideals, would simply not be an intellectual." ^ 37 
248 
j1;/ i^yjZlvb^i/-i j / i-Vuy(yiZl^i i iyj i jL^i^jy^^Lij^^ 
249 
( » • • ' • • « • » , * ' • • • • 
• 
i/J^i-c^i/<'^/^-^'^1961^^1942(yr^(/L/i-^J>^^^^ 
:^lr>7yTli;*uy^j>_J^(/i(j:tvi^^U^^l^'^"^^<>^/l>J^ 
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I_U>f(/yLc^^Biy 2^j^*Lti:!(^TcAC^) 
t^/^/LfvyJ^(//^(i?£Ju^vr^(j:^Lc^^^yi;yi^LylJ>^^^„/(^^^ 
.(Yuri Krasin) 
"During the revolution which demands exceptional 
self-sacrifice from the working class and its allies, a 
situation may arise when it is necessary to subordinate 
these special interests to the common cause." ^ 47 
^^"i^Jj7lJL;tii4jJ^^>(jV>L-:^>^'>-»'lij^^(i^-'L^<^^^^ 
PUr'i>^£>f(j:/t/i(/yyi^^L:^oL/(;>(rjiJ*/ 
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^;jyc:jii.(j:i:^(ii-i^^c" i/^^i^ ^(/JM (i^jc^^^yjij^i^L^* 
:Lf?>iiJ^irc.^puil^4(jSiybi>_(^2^XM/^^^ 
2 5 2 
^ ( / l ^ ^ ^ i G 1930:^) J.(^ (^  Jyic/^T/L^;y l^ly^y f^ 1992y:>0^^^^ 
j.!/^>^i^.^i^ijy(JC4/"^i^t"L^k^-i/i:^»^'(i/^ 
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(Janos Kriza)i7yOj>?vii(Janos Erdelyi)c3UJ>ii/j>?f(Gergly Czuczor)vj/-j/'(Jv? 
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LTWL^^J^/^\ f^) ' r»J^Jl ( / (Dezso Keresztury)( iyp ' /^ j t^Uy(^4£/^JV^( iy^ 
"Ideology always goes for the simplest solutions. It does 
not argue that an oppressed people is to be defeded 
because it is oppressed and to the extent to which it is 
oppressed. On the contrary, the oppressed are 
sanctified and every aspect of their actions, their 
culture, their past, present and future behaviour is 
presented as admirable. The slightest csiticism is seen 
as criminal sacrilege. In particular, it becomes quite 
inconceivable that the oppressed might themselves be 
oppressing others." ^60 
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i^ / / i^yj Zl 0^ t^  i / U^  i^ ^ > / Ju i? ir '^ '^  
400 
-f-t-
V • ^ V • • • • t 
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/t>J^f;'C/^'^l^>Ty/l>yMx''»l^4]:^'^-^k^'^^<^^^ 
^iy-(A^UJ^J?f-tv^>^J'i^^^y.Ovy^^ 
Jy ^ L{?^y (jC^^/^^^i^ t; 
-i-^ ;ijLa::i^ i;^ y(j-'i^ (/fl^ D>Lrf^ ~-^ >^v -^^ c^:r(j:tj^  (fi798:^)>/rX 
402 
yi^M ^Sjj ^L /> LTI/ oti (^ JI £- ^ l i / J l ^ 
403 
yj' .140 f ^ 
404 
^ J'i^c^d/l^J'l/'-^-irvib/t^^^^'^X-^c^l^'''^ ^^ 1705:^)c<l>i' Jl^i^>^ 
J?^>M^lc^ypl(/Uv^((jj'L/(/y(/uyjjJiJl6lr^j'f^^ 
405 
Zl ^ >Zl jyy jL^ic;'c.u?,Z (j^ i^ > t^?*fVi i i - i i l / u o^ iytj ^ >y Li*v^  
^i:2£Xc5H:i)yZ^jf^y>^Uj«t^oru>/yy/r 
if iy^Xii^cA-^^ 
4 0 6 
^^>lJLy/l;^Ui7j-l^lrUlL/U>ir'c^*Uv:jbP^i|j'ii(j:!:c^Lr^ 
407 
J U UiX'UUc^^f-^lij:!: J U (jLvii/ i j^t /^ ^ ^ L K 
J^£-L u/j^t^'v^i/^^ly Ul^ '>^ ^"^jj ^ J ^^^ 
408 
l^ (/-(^ U'>'^ ( ( / ^ c /^Zl u^y If c//dl^ '-t^ »v^ j>j^  ^ iji^ '^ 'lA^^ 
J^ir4ZluyL^l/c;L^JlfVl^yc^iJJ/.-^>c^c/^(^JL:^ 
409 
/jip iJ^ T jiif ^ / SJ^ JifUv^hyuf (^ ^J: Jj 
(/sL^Zlc'vt^^^t/j^^i^j (/»iv(/ 4^cf yicJ^ L T V 
410 
/ / J W Jll.(y^-Lfl^.1804^Lri^^ J^ /"(3t< t^3Cl^  
411 
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i^L/^liy^ JiJ/ZdUtrii^ J.55 
(iJij^; ^uy i^ ^ L / / (ivjv c^ Ai )>f/ (ji>r 
^ > - L ^ \ ^ A ^^. »A>^ z.>uj.i jC-(ivc^ 
413 
J57 " , L J : > ^ > J ' ^ 
:i60 "-^c^yJuy.j 
"The majority of the following poems are to be 
considered as experiments. They were written chiefly 
with a view to ascertain how far the language of 
conversation in the middle and lower classes of socity 
is adapted to the purpose of poetic pleasure." J.61 
•.^'yUt^\^\L{Haxr\l Blamire^^J I^^  
"He (Wordsworth) declares that he has purposly chosen 
414 
'incidents and situations from common life' and 
endeavoured to deal with them 'in a selection of 
language really used by men." J.62 
\^ i/^iif ^ ^i/ i^U i>»^  ijy i^ t ^ J?vj ^ i ? X 
^ (Ai^Jl^ (/O^ (/u^ i i;/i> r^ ^^  
iTci'^^^ Ji>-L{?^>i; '^tf(/(A^ .:v^i^ uy^/^ c^ ^ 
uyy/Lt;:!c/^t^ji^^vU?i4(^XL^(3^^^>P^-''''^y:^^^ 
415 
^4::i3t;L0uyLd( 
416 
/ ^ y>f^ J i ^ y ^ - ^ vU^I i^ J:>v>5 (J^l^^ (^^^j:^ vV J j j ^ 8^  ( j ^ ^ ^ l ^ J v 
:i73 "-u!6iJfu:^J(^y: 
"Since the individuals comprising society must group 
themselves into variousclasses, all having different eyes 
and different ears with which to see and hear, it is evident 
that the same writer, regardless of how much genius he 
may have, cannot be equally agreeable to all of them, 
that there must be authors for all the classes." J.74 
417 
"Nazir is an inspired vagabond and belongs to the 
same class of poets as Burns and vil lon. He is 
essentially a poet of low life. 'Out of the fulness of the 
heart the mouth speaketh', and it is out of a full and 
intense life that poetry like Nazir's Springs." J.75 
"His reactions to life are those of an ordinary man, 
sensitive to his surroundings, but encumbered with a 
literary tradition. His poetry is the sublimation of the 
genius of the ordinary man." J.76 
j t ^ vK^yi £ / y / ^ L{?ii>7*i>.>SiL^^>^;u 
418 
"On the death of his (Burns's) father, "the hell-hounds 
V that prowl in the kennel of justice" took their due, and the 
family were left in that poverty which Burns termed "the 
half-sister of death, and the cousin-german of hell." J.80 
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:L83 "-t>f>4B^;:'^ i;^L/uv^ 
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(X'^ i^ *^  ws^ 'Wt/' i-y?JV^ ^  L/l^i/u^ J/^TyJu^^^c^i J'- ir/U'^ y c; t-LTd/i^ / 
^J^^^j/\>Ji/X4 iy^iJ^^jii^lftj^ "c.4'l">^'f^'>^^ J - ^ ^ ^ l ^ '>^  t>f l^iy^LJf 
(The life of jL(jl>JO''U(jyu^(j>-;Ji>^i(^ii_(Robert Burnsl/y.^yJjlJ'O^'^LJ^^'y 
)ii/^^d^^^\h^£{The History of sir William VJawisn^i/hf^^yjiiHannibal) 
Wi^d'l^(j^yy^^^)^r'^i^(j^;^i^^Ji>J'w^>'V'^ G1835 
422 
w:^  JUc^^J1:(J^^JA. c^L Zl cK=.;>I^^Oi/^ 2^y If/jUJ(b:ji J U ^ U i i : T^f^J^j^ 
423 
:4::I3L; 
424 
J.95 ''^i^/\>L('[SA'md^\ji^l.^/^ 
425 
t/J:\^£^ u^/{? ^ yi 03 j >Jy ^ ia^ jy^^/^'i t^iiiy.ii ^j^.i^ Sui^^yJ^VU ^/. 
> i ;y c^ LM^  «£ y >ivT>j ^\^ ^ Jif 
^ i ^ / LL,\jf, J\6f t L./ ijiM d( 6/ 
426 
vy(/ijvii^irUi|^ir//lij'Jr^(j^ii?*j;::j/^^^ 
r^£^U^B^vjj((^2L(/7i?TZj(yf^(/uf/Lrj^^ 
427 
[/jy^iJ^/ji/vJ. l / j5>^ / ' ^ L, j ^ i y uTi USl^i/t^ *L ^ t i ^ ^=>^a' L C J L ^ ^ U 1:/J 
(J^ B t o / >5/ > " ^'>^ £t *:-' iJ^ UlfT ) ^ h'S (^' 
^03 U^K u/:!: yj/ ^ i ^ / j l j ! " Tt Jij cL^ f' L L-VJ 
205 ^w: :^ i ^V< l /c /^ U?^^ U(j:!*LLV'i'*^>?£tilv 
428 
429 
lUui^BJiJJiJyiufy.U^ ( j i i Jv*^ k^i^^^ ^J^O 
'.J^Jhyy/tL^A 
• • • y • 
c3t>;^ ». ^a^( - ; ^ ^ y ^ tJy^(i:^L^^id'>-2/>Jc/yr 
430 
/US' ijy J L 4 - ^ J U /> • / ^ i/i\j'\ ^j^'J ^ 
G1847:,-) L/^Tcry>^^> 
431 
« * 
220 (j^i^/^*^jy(i/i^(3if c^ " ^Zl(jvi>^^(j:t jy>^t^£^ 
432 
t^ ^ / \/jly. /t[ UL^L \SJ J Ui^ \fjd€>^ (J?JU 
433 
^(^Z^> /^/c^LUi^ c^Xr/>^c /^<i^ yby(^2i/(j:t;u 
(jjy Ai:£.yj w{t4^>^>f yjl^ 4y>ec/> '^(i>l^ >^*^01814)c.ljj(/j(;(j^ ^^ 
J'A/J i}'V>V(/L^t;;&i;(/'Uv^U>^5,y?Z,//yZ_>6(4;(/L7^^ 
(Jl=.jl;-'v i^y,i>? .^^ 'l:/ji»vLjjyf<:^ l^^ ^V»^ 
^L^^^f j^^^y / 
^33-t^c£>Tt3f^-i^i^>^>^(/i^ir(^Z^If(j"'(J'y>l;^(Xjv^^J'i^ 
£^ 
434 
435 
436 
jiAiitL^ 
437 
438 
J/wii*<C J I J ? / ^ U^(j:t J L > £ ( / L « ^ t v ^ i / c x ^i^>T/l»y^>c.i>i7y(j:!:v^j i / i , ^ 6 
439 
440 
LjJ^iJ^.::;^/<Lji If/ 
• • • * • • 
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c ^ w f L^ Lvj £ j^ &/> t^fej li. w^ i yr; ^ y^*" (3 t:ji 
442 
f\ ZJJij i ^i\i^ yi (/^ iJ' yd' yiJif^ 
J^lJ^ij,jl^.S/^(f\/jUif^:^\^i//Jc^d^^yjJ'd^^^ 
j>!'l/^J^l>Jyjj^j!^iAjil^\/Jrc;t:^^l7/jl}\^^^ 
SuiL.\Jji\Jd'^\y^\^\S^y'j:r4\L^^j\^6u:^d^^^ 
^Jldj:<z.jy^6 
Jji/j yJ\ > J c;LU l^ (/< j^ 3\j^J\y ^ ( <^j} 
A£^iJif0iJtf'<=^0^^4:^ . J^ (^ ijy' f ) /! ^ 
ii^i\fj'^A7^A£ji\ JT (^  / i ; / (^ ) u vi / c^  
443 
" ^ •» • • • 
/«p t>f ^ >^^^yz/£ w^r^r/4l£ (^_^^M-/c . l l i c/^t?'(J'-^lt D > ^ ^ ^ 
444 
^ ^[Jf ^ ^ ^ A Ut ^ / iij tij ^. 
445 
"Dehli once more shot into brilliance and towered high. 
Dehli from a temporary lull burst forth into such a 
melodious chant as to euthral the who Urdu-speaking 
world by its ecstatic harmonies. Ghalib, Zouq, Zafar and 
Momin Represent the triumph of Urdu poetry."^57 
b>/^J^^L^^ c /^» i^:> ^ j ^ j ^ ^ wUuJ i^(/i^ (3^ j ;>c.Li?^i/p I U L j / i l ^ 
"With an instinct for popularity, Zauq went the way of 
least resistance and reproduced in his verse the 
peculiarities of the Lucknow school. He was in full 
446 
umpathy with the popular trends of his day. It did not 
involve any effort or struggle, adjustment or sacrifice; 
he was essentially of the people and therefore wrote for 
them." ^ 59 
^ ^61 ^Ji/y 4J^ ^^UTC^ ^yJ, Y ^ ^ L ; .> J: Jl 
JPL i/i^^utd/\>S{:)^4^-^^^^ '^^'^^ ^ 7ut ^/\>j,\ (Jj^>'i 
' ^Jhv (fb^f^JJ ^\^^^/ ^^(IjU^j/jth^^li/l 
J j j Jyf ^\jj> 
CJ tl>^uJ>.-l1 A ^ j i f TJ/:^:!, c^b^bc. iJU^vij ^^< Jji-*jL. bf ( ^ ^ 
447 
ij (/' j U ^ (/\j^^ c ^ j t / y ~ WI^>VJLUJJJ\ ; : ! : /^J> 
^ y ^ y i f (ji?i^  {j;c*LH )Ayt </)X2^ J j % c ^ (^ u<^ >^f 
263 " - ^ J - l ^ ^ t ^ A l ^ i ^ j i i . 
448 
LJ> ^ Uijiji li/ c^ik ^ijf <y^S i/C )J>} ( 
(/ '^/ l i y f JiJA iJy '^^ - ^^ (/'/ yj 0^ ^'jiJ fjj c^ {j/ 
449 
450 
L/Jij^S JMJJ:^L w . ^ r / , / L ^ Cl/i ^ J^>/vjl J^/^ cfol^iiV'^' l3l^< (/>!)«' L^^' 
(j:t ^ SMiFy'yJyi^^ ^ totl^/sAV c^i//irT^_Li> tA * U I T C ^ L ^ Jij^l/jl>(j:t^ 1843iiV 
^^L/' 
451 
268 L^Z_^c/2lu^lv>-i^(^ 
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"The twentieth century began much as the nineteenth 
had ended, with Great Britain the acl<nowledged world 
leader, ruling a vast realm encompassing one-fifth of 
the globe, a colossal empire of twelve million square 
miles of colonies, dependencies, and protectorates. 
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wherein lived a quarter of the earth's inhabitants."^30 
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"Strictly speaking, he was neither a reformer, nor a 
moralist, nor a realist, but a romantic enthusiast, and 
his critical dicta on the past are often of a nature of a 
reluctant afterthought. To this romantic, almost militant 
enthusiasm for the past, a disparagement of the 
present was but a natural corollary."^33 
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"No eye remained open to weep for the dead."^55 
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"The degeneration of poetry in the East is mainly due to 
political reasons. The despotism of the East killed 
sincerity, encouraged extravagance, and turned poets 
into social parasites. Poetry is essentially a social 
product and , in turn, moulds society to its own nature; 
so that it is both a symptom and a cause. In a healthy 
and progressive society, life and literature are in a holy 
alliance to further and develop each other, while in a 
decadent society, they weave a vicious circle for mutual 
ruin. The decadence of Urdu poetry is the result of a 
long series of such actions and reactions. To reform 
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Urdu poetry this alliance must be broken and poetry 
subordniated to morality. The great poet is also a great 
moralist who guides and instructs mankind. Poetry, as 
far as possible should be realist ic. Emotional 
exaggeration under the stress of feelings is natural and 
admissible." ^ 84 
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"It is not, Poetry (that) abuseth man's wit, but man's wit 
abuseth Poetry', and that the abuse of a thing' does not 
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make the right thing odious." ^09 
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"This was the time when the past was being avidly 
explored by the Muslims, and it was this enthusiasm 
which enabled him to find his metier-historical 
research." ^26 
" all these killed the spirit of liberty and free inquiry 
and led to the ethics of slaves, as it is called." J27 
"His poems show how quickly Muslim India was 
emancipating itself from the faith in British civilization 
which was an article of faith with Sayyid Ahmad. There 
is some veiled satire in Hall. Shibli throws off all 
disguise and formally annexes politics to poetry." ^28 
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